
 



 



Seven 4 You – Good and Cold – by Marcy Lytle 

August is here – the dog days of summer – when the heat is on!  So we asked our panel to 
share something cold that they enjoy, either a drink or a food, and to share the recipe with us 
and why they love it so much!  Nothing lifts the spirit like a cool drink on a warm sunny day, or a 
cold supper that invites us to sit and rest and savor every bite… 

Slushy: I just blend and freeze watermelon and lemon juice!  Before serving I will defrost it to 
slushy stage and give to my company this weekend. I freeze a 9x13 pan about 3/4 full of 
blended watermelon (it’s better to freeze the chunks and then blend them frozen). I used half a 
lemon.  

Rice a Roni and Marinated Artichoke Heart Salad: Drain marinated artichokes and reserve the 
liquid, chop the chokes roughly, chop 3 green onions and 15 green olives, then set aside. Mix 
the reserved marinade with 1/2 cup mayo. Prepare Rice a Roni per directions...cool completely. 
Mix all together and refrigerate. It is really good and a family favorite! (Don’t add salt, it has 
enough.) 

Macaroni Salad just says summer to me. It came from my husband’s family. Super simple and 
tasty: 1 package of elbow macaroni, cooked. Cut up several cucumbers, and tomatoes into bite 
size pieces to mix in. I also like to add some red onion, chopped small. Make a dressing of 
equal parts oil (I use a light vegetable oil), sugar, and white vinegar. (About 1/2 cup each.) Mix 
the dressing together until the sugar is dissolved, and pour over the macaroni and vegetables. 
Salt and pepper to taste and chill. (Over the years I have discovered that I like less oil and more 
vinegar in the dressing.) 
 
Broccoli Salad: I remember the day I got this recipe. I walked into the produce side of Walmart 
and a sweet, elderly, man was behind a display table working. He was so excited and motioned 
for me to come over. Walmart had let him prepare and share HIS Broccoli Salad recipe! And it is 
so good! I have even had the chance to see him again and tell him how much we enjoy it. 
(insert recipe) 
 
If you like quick and easy, try these Microwave Lemon Bars. They are yummy! (insert recipe) 
 
For the 4th, we rolled the edges of ice cream sandwiches in red/white/blue sprinkles and 
inserted popsicle sticks for the kids (and we loved them too!) – but any kind of sprinkles or chips 
will do, depending on the mood or season! 
 
Watermelon with mint lime juice is to die for!  Zest and juice 2 limes.  Place the zest, ¼ c 
chopped fresh mint, 1 T brown sugar and ¼ t kosher salt on a cutting board and chop til it forms 
a paste.  Transfer to a bowl and mix with the lime juice.  Cut watermelon into wedges and 
arrange on a platter, then spoon the mixture on top.  Garnish with more mint leaves and lime 
wedges. Seriously delish! 
 
My absolute favorite cold dessert is a Dairy Queen vanilla cone dipped in chocolate.  It is always 
a treat!  Also something I think is wonderful is a good ole popsicle.  My granddaughter Millie was 
over one day and she wanted one and I thought, “You know, I am going to have one too.”  It 
was so fun sitting with her eating a popsicle and just talking.  However, I made a great non-dairy 
peach ice cream, too. Moses has dairy allergy so when I make something like this I have to find 
something for him.  My food processor is not large so I had to make in two batches and I used 



frozen peaches.  The texture may be different with fresh peaches.  It’s easy to make and the 
kids love it!  It’s from a website called A Sweet Pea Chef.   
 
Peach Ice Cream - This peach ice cream is dairy-free, vegan, paleo, and gluten-free!  
 
5 ripe peaches 
2 14-oz cans full-fat coconut milk, refrigerated 
1/2 tsp vanilla extract 
1 tsp ground cinnamon  
1/4 cup pure maple syrup  
1 tbsp fresh lemon juice  
 

1. Combine the ingredients in a food processor and process until smooth. You can remove 
the skin from the peach if you'd like, but it's not necessary and will get blended once 
frozen. 2. Transfer the mixture into a freezer-safe container and freeze for a minimum of 
4-6 hours, until mostly solid. 3. When ready to serve, allow to thaw on counter for 5-10 
minutes, then stir until creamy and smooth. 

 
Cool drink: I love watermelon sparking water with lime and fresh mint for hot afternoons.  
 
Mexican Salad: organic ingredients including ground beef  or chicken cheese sausage, spring 
and romaine lettuce, black and/or kidney beans, tomato, red onion, avocado, cilantro, and 
sprinkled with grated Mexican cheese served with fresh tortillas or tostada chips. Can't beat it 
for a super healthy summer meal! 
  
I love this “cool” salad…my fave: 
 
3.4 oz instant pistachio pudding 
1 can (20 oz) crushed pineapple, reserve the juice 
16 oz cottage cheese 
8 oz Cool Whip thawed 
½ cup chopped pecans and/or mini marshmallows 
 
Mix together the dry pudding mix with drained pineapple. Mix in the cottage cheese and fold in 
the Cool Whip. Add 2 T (or more) of the pineapple juice. Mix in the nuts and marshmallows, and 
chill in fridge before serving (at least an hour.) 
 
My favorite summer cold snack is definitely frozen yogurt drops! All you need is your favorite 
yogurt, Parchment paper, a plastic bag and scissors or an unused condiment bottle. Then all 
you have to do is fill the bag or bottle with yogurt and squeeze little nickel sized droplets into the 
parchment paper and freeze for an hour or so! 
 
 
 
 

 

 



The Dressing –  Summer’s End – by Marcy Lytle 

It’s August. 

It’s hot. 

Is there anything even worth talking about in the way of fashion this month?  Most of us here in 
Central Texas where I live just want to wear a little as possible, sit in an air-conditioned room, 
and not move!  And besides that, we’re done buying summer clothes, aren’t we?  I mean, fall is 
coming and it’s time to start thinking forward to the next season.  After all, we are hoping for a 
new season in so many ways! 

I thought it would be fun to shop our closet this month, to try different staples in different ways, 
or to look at our closets and decide what to keep or what to toss, now that summer is coming to 
an end… Use one of those days where you’re bored and browse everything you already have, 
before you start looking for new things.  Put together a color scheme, gather your basics, and 
then you can just accessorize come fall! 

Jeans:  Take stock of your jeans and decide now to go through them and see what fits and 
what feels good and what doesn’t.  I’ve found that ones with a little higher waist (not way up 
there!), with a bit of stretch in the fabric, are the keepers.  And one brand I really love is Kensie.  
And I recently purchased a couple of pair from Walmart – and love them!  If you’re still hanging 
on to a few pair that don’t flatter or feel good, give them away. 

https://www.kensie.com/kensie-jeans-and-denim/all-jeans-and-denim.html 

Cardigans:  Now is a good time to go through all of your button-up or long sweaters to see what 
you’ll really wear when temps cool off.  I have so many long cardigans/wraps but some of them 
have pulled threads or don’t match anything or just don’t feel right.  And those that have shrunk 
or become misshapen need to go!   I think a long black, gray and brown cardigan – those three - 
are staples to keep – as they will go over almost any shirt in your closet, when you need them!  
My favorite is a longer length (hip length will just look boxy) with pockets.   

https://www.amazon.com/Womens-Casual-Cardigan-Sweaters-Pockets/dp/B07JHMFBSR 

Shoes:  Sandals will soon give way to your booties once again, so why not look through the 
ones you own and toss or keep?  Does that old pair really feel comfortable, and what do you like 
most about the pair that really fits?  August is a good month for browsing your shoe racks and 
making note of what you need.  It seems comfort is key these days, and I’ve found that the 
lower block heel is one that can be worn all day!  But while we transition, mules are a great 
option!  Grab a pair or two to match those cardigans we mentioned above – for a sleek and put 
together look! 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-maura-microsuede-mules-universal-thread-153/-/A-
54284159?preselect=54264567#lnk=sametab 

Scarves:  Where do you hang your scarves?  I’ve recently moved mine to a rack hanging on my 
closet door so that I can see them and choose, as I get ready.  Drawers and bins were a 

https://www.kensie.com/kensie-jeans-and-denim/all-jeans-and-denim.html
https://www.amazon.com/Womens-Casual-Cardigan-Sweaters-Pockets/dp/B07JHMFBSR
https://www.target.com/p/women-s-maura-microsuede-mules-universal-thread-153/-/A-54284159?preselect=54264567#lnk=sametab
https://www.target.com/p/women-s-maura-microsuede-mules-universal-thread-153/-/A-54284159?preselect=54264567#lnk=sametab


nuisance and had just become so messy!  It’s time to go through the scarf pile and decide on 
one or two GOOD ones for fall.  If you have a fave, then keep it!  But if not, think about a multi 
colored scarf that goes with all of your basic cardigans and boots – the grays, blacks, and 
browns – and then one for a pop of color!  I say keep them pretty lightweight for now...and plaid 
is always a classic staple to have! Etsy has lots of choices! 

https://www.etsy.com/listing/252891757/winter-plaid-blanket-scarf-tartan-
plaid?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_l
ow-low_d-accessories-scarves_and_wraps-scarves-other&utm_custom1=4d1004f7-29c2-433f-
8e28-de297d07d631&utm_content=go_6721326381_79102929003_388378857584_pla-
314261242547_c__252891757&utm_custom2=6721326381&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_fDVhvS66g
IVzsDACh3RHwGVEAkYAyABEgJnPPD_BwE 

Tops:  Fall tops this year need to be comfy and bring us joy, would you agree!  Tunics are great 
for working at home, nice blouses can be tucked in with a belt, or lightweight sweaters are good 
to stock up on.  Look through your closet and see what tops you truly wear and which ones look 
good on you.  Find your colors – do you look better in taupes and grays – or bolds like reds and 
golds?  What kind of neckline and sleeve length do you prefer?  Remember, we are 
coordinating a wardrobe here, with staples, for the coming change of season…  You’ll want a 
good button-down, too! 

https://www.target.com/p/women-s-long-sleeve-button-down-shirt-universal-thread/-/A-
78142756?preselect=77550793#lnk=sametab 

Bags:  I know. Do you really need another bag?  Yes, you do.  Go through your purses and 
think about what size and purpose do you need bags for this fall?  If we are all still at home, I 
think a tote is great because I love to have this available to fill with books and magazines for 
road trips or just leaving the house to visit a park or find a different spot to relax and read.  I love 
a good tote – so roomy for all those extras (masks and sanitizers and wipes) that we have to 
have near. 

How about a reversible one that’s such a good price, so you could get two! 

https://www.amazon.com/Scarleton-Stylish-Reversible-Shoulder-
H18422501/dp/B01M0GEAF0?ref_=fsclp_pl_dp_1 

Jewelry:   I read that star earrings will be a hit this fall, so why not get a pair?  We’ve put 
together some classics here, and stars are classics as well!  Extra long necklaces will be in this 
next season, so those might be fun to wear again.  Look through your jewelry – consider giving 
some of the old costume pieces to a teen!  Place some cork board on your closet wall and hang 
your jewelry to see, while you get dressed, right near your scarves! 

https://www.google.com/search?q=star+earrings&source=lnms&tbm=shop&sa=X&ved=2ahUKE
wjT9Iee_LrqAhUKGKwKHd-
oB30Q_AUoAXoECA8QAw&biw=1600&bih=708#spd=10479799154923950163 

https://www.etsy.com/listing/252891757/winter-plaid-blanket-scarf-tartan-plaid?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_low-low_d-accessories-scarves_and_wraps-scarves-other&utm_custom1=4d1004f7-29c2-433f-8e28-de297d07d631&utm_content=go_6721326381_79102929003_388378857584_pla-314261242547_c__252891757&utm_custom2=6721326381&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_fDVhvS66gIVzsDACh3RHwGVEAkYAyABEgJnPPD_BwE
https://www.etsy.com/listing/252891757/winter-plaid-blanket-scarf-tartan-plaid?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_low-low_d-accessories-scarves_and_wraps-scarves-other&utm_custom1=4d1004f7-29c2-433f-8e28-de297d07d631&utm_content=go_6721326381_79102929003_388378857584_pla-314261242547_c__252891757&utm_custom2=6721326381&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_fDVhvS66gIVzsDACh3RHwGVEAkYAyABEgJnPPD_BwE
https://www.etsy.com/listing/252891757/winter-plaid-blanket-scarf-tartan-plaid?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_low-low_d-accessories-scarves_and_wraps-scarves-other&utm_custom1=4d1004f7-29c2-433f-8e28-de297d07d631&utm_content=go_6721326381_79102929003_388378857584_pla-314261242547_c__252891757&utm_custom2=6721326381&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_fDVhvS66gIVzsDACh3RHwGVEAkYAyABEgJnPPD_BwE
https://www.etsy.com/listing/252891757/winter-plaid-blanket-scarf-tartan-plaid?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_low-low_d-accessories-scarves_and_wraps-scarves-other&utm_custom1=4d1004f7-29c2-433f-8e28-de297d07d631&utm_content=go_6721326381_79102929003_388378857584_pla-314261242547_c__252891757&utm_custom2=6721326381&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_fDVhvS66gIVzsDACh3RHwGVEAkYAyABEgJnPPD_BwE
https://www.etsy.com/listing/252891757/winter-plaid-blanket-scarf-tartan-plaid?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_low-low_d-accessories-scarves_and_wraps-scarves-other&utm_custom1=4d1004f7-29c2-433f-8e28-de297d07d631&utm_content=go_6721326381_79102929003_388378857584_pla-314261242547_c__252891757&utm_custom2=6721326381&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_fDVhvS66gIVzsDACh3RHwGVEAkYAyABEgJnPPD_BwE
https://www.etsy.com/listing/252891757/winter-plaid-blanket-scarf-tartan-plaid?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_low-low_d-accessories-scarves_and_wraps-scarves-other&utm_custom1=4d1004f7-29c2-433f-8e28-de297d07d631&utm_content=go_6721326381_79102929003_388378857584_pla-314261242547_c__252891757&utm_custom2=6721326381&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_fDVhvS66gIVzsDACh3RHwGVEAkYAyABEgJnPPD_BwE
https://www.target.com/p/women-s-long-sleeve-button-down-shirt-universal-thread/-/A-78142756?preselect=77550793#lnk=sametab
https://www.target.com/p/women-s-long-sleeve-button-down-shirt-universal-thread/-/A-78142756?preselect=77550793#lnk=sametab
https://www.amazon.com/Scarleton-Stylish-Reversible-Shoulder-H18422501/dp/B01M0GEAF0?ref_=fsclp_pl_dp_1
https://www.amazon.com/Scarleton-Stylish-Reversible-Shoulder-H18422501/dp/B01M0GEAF0?ref_=fsclp_pl_dp_1
https://www.google.com/search?q=star+earrings&source=lnms&tbm=shop&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjT9Iee_LrqAhUKGKwKHd-oB30Q_AUoAXoECA8QAw&biw=1600&bih=708#spd=10479799154923950163
https://www.google.com/search?q=star+earrings&source=lnms&tbm=shop&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjT9Iee_LrqAhUKGKwKHd-oB30Q_AUoAXoECA8QAw&biw=1600&bih=708#spd=10479799154923950163
https://www.google.com/search?q=star+earrings&source=lnms&tbm=shop&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjT9Iee_LrqAhUKGKwKHd-oB30Q_AUoAXoECA8QAw&biw=1600&bih=708#spd=10479799154923950163


I think it’s fun to gather a few key pieces like the ones listed above and use them as a backdrop 
for your wardrobe.  You can then shop for colored and patterned pieces to wear with your 
basics.  You can even tie a colorful scarf on your tote, or add a pop of color with a bright piece 
of jewelry.  Having a good pair of jeans,  a couple of cardis, some comfy yet stylish mules, a 
scarf or two for warmth or handle décor, and a pretty pair of earrings – and you’re ready for 
summer’s end! 



Three Moms – Bath Time Stuff  

Kids and bath time – a mix that can sometimes end in tears for parents and kiddos!  Struggles 
to get them in the bath and get them clean, what products to use, and then there’s brushing 
teeth – lots to do before bedtime.  And when everyone is tired and cranky, sometimes bath time 
can be anything BUT relaxing!  The moms this month are sharing how they manage to get the 
kids in bed clean and happy…well, for the most part! 

The actual bathing: 

Around age 4 or 5 they can start bathing themselves.  It varies with each kid.  One just wants to 
play and then forgets to bathe.  We teach them that they need to learn to bathe first, play 
second.  An older sister can help a younger sister too, if they bathe together.   

If we start bath times late we end up with kids in both bathrooms and then we lose our own 
parent space.  Just this year, we’ve worked on making sure we have a better bath routine.  The 
kids bathe one at a time, so that they are all ready for bed on time, and all have a bath at night.  

The arguing: 

The kids do argue on who goes first because it interrupts play time.  We draw toothpicks or 
straws – whoever has shortest goes first and whoever has longest goes last.  Luck of the draw 
each night.  This eases “most” of the arguing.  We do have to watch the time limit…because 
one takes longer than the other.  This has to work because all three share one bathroom, and 
we now have our bathroom back!   

Sometime the two youngest will fight in the bath and Mom just has to referee! 

The waiting: 

The other kids play or read a book, or brush their teeth, while waiting.  

The bedtime routine: 

We lie down and read a bible story and add a verse to memorize, and then we pray together.  
This allows everyone to settle their thoughts and go to sleep in comfort, including mom and dad! 

We do an 806 prayer outside before bed.  806 is our area code where we live, so we read a 
psalm and pray for our community, our churches and businesses, our government, and those 
who are sick – especially with the virus!  We also include thanksgiving.  The entire process is so 
sweet – because families all over our neighborhood gather at 8:06 pm on their porches to pray! 

The products:  

Suave 3-in-1 – free and clear (no dyes) – giant bottle.  Youngest uses that.  Our oldest switched 
to soap body wash by Nuskin bc it’s more natural scents and easier on his skin – has grapefruit 
and vitamin C – helps with his eczema and dry skin.  It moisturizes and cleanses.  Our daughter 
likes Method – rotating the scents – from Target.  She recently switched to a better product for 
fine tangled hair, and it’s wavy.  Leave-in condition made her hair oily, but still hard to manage.  



Switched to Age Lock Hair & Scalp shampoo and conditioner – it’s not so cheap – but helps so 
much with manageability.  It strengthens from the scalp, and gives volume!  She hasn’t had to 
use detangler.  Sometimes it seems the cheaper products don’t do so well with fine hair.   

https://www.target.com/p/suave-kids-purely-fun-3-in-1-shampoo-conditioner-body-wash-28-fl-
oz/-/A-52508973  

https://www.target.com/p/method-body-wash-energy-boost-18-fl-oz/-/A-52735177  

https://nskn.co/GYgAg4  

https://nskn.co/vvyjnS  

Our kids use Everyone soap from HEB – and we do an armpit check!  The Everyone soap 
comes in different scents and it’s great for the whole family. Our kids also are wearing 
deodorant – Tom’s Natural Brand.  As soon as they can stink, they can smell better! 

Each of the kids has their own Crest Kids mechanical toothbrushes – it’s on for 2 minutes – and 
this is a huge help.  They each have a different character.  The heads of the toothbrushes can 
be changed out.  They all use AP24 Toothpaste – helps restore teeth without abrasives.  They 
don’t like ‘spicy’ adult, they like this more soothing vanilla type taste. 

https://nskn.co/ytRjrm  

The bathroom: 

The kids get an allowance on Friday – but only if bathroom is clean!  They have a clothes 
basket, and a hook for hanging towels to reuse them.  That’s their chore! 

 

*** If you use the links and order any of the NuSkin products above you will get 20% off ( it will 
be taken in the cart). These are custom links for you readers! 
 

https://www.target.com/p/suave-kids-purely-fun-3-in-1-shampoo-conditioner-body-wash-28-fl-oz/-/A-52508973
https://www.target.com/p/suave-kids-purely-fun-3-in-1-shampoo-conditioner-body-wash-28-fl-oz/-/A-52508973
https://www.target.com/p/method-body-wash-energy-boost-18-fl-oz/-/A-52735177
https://nskn.co/GYgAg4
https://nskn.co/vvyjnS
https://nskn.co/ytRjrm


In the Kitchen – Making it Fun – by Marcy Lytle 

Since we are sharing cold goodies over on the Seven 4 You column this month, with lots of 
good recipes to try, I thought it would be fun to just share some kitchen hacks/lessons/tricks I’ve 
learned over the years that might be new to you!  And I’d love you to add your own in the 
comments below.  Since I’ve been watching cooking shows and trying out so many new things, 
I’ve corrected some of my behavior, added a few more tools, and smiled at little tricks that make 
cooking so much more fun! 

Here are my top dozen: 

• It’s easy to burn granola.  Don’t walk away for a minute – be sure to stir and check. 
• Veggies brown and taste better when cooked in olive oil AND butter – they just do! 
• A zester works great with the grate on bottom, so you can see how much you’re zesting 

as it accumulates on the top! 
• Everything but the Bagel seasoning is good on – well – everything!  Not just avocado, 

but in tuna as well – and lots of places like veggies too! 
• Organization of recipes is fun with a pretty file box from Lakeside Collections.  Have you 

shopped there, yet? 
• Making bowls is one of my favorite meals.  Just pick a base like rice, pasta, beans, even 

croutons.  Then make 3-4 piles on top of whatever’s in your fridge – cooked bacon, 
avocado, leftover chicken, nuts, greens, etc.  Add a dressing if you wish or not…They’re 
delish! 

• Have you tried cooking your favorite nut with a bit of maple syrup, and then adding to the 
top of a salad or bowl like listed above?  To die for… 

• You can totally make a fondue for two using a can and a bowl, with a tea light inside the 
can.  We just did this on our trip, and it was campy and cute!  Just make a few air holes 
in a can, light the tea light, and place your fondue on top in the bowl. 

• It’s easy and just as quick to just chop your own nuts on a cutting board as it is to use a 
fancy nut chopper.  In fact, you can control the size and avoid the tiny crumbs. 

• A good squeeze of lemon brightens up the flavor of SO many dishes, so keep them near 
you as you cook! 

• You can substitute a can of black beans for a can of chickpeas when you make 
hummus, and sub lime juice in for the lemon juice and have black bean hummus!  Top 
with taco meat and other flavors, and it’s so tasty and good! 

• Pantry organization is super fun and actually turns out so pretty when you move all dry 
goods into glass containers with lids – to set on your counter or on your shelves.  Just 
cut out the expiration date and include it inside, as well.  This works well for rice, pasta, 
sugar, dried fruit, crackers, cereal, and more!  And you’ll love looking at it all… 

So what tips/hacks/tricks have you learned?   

 



Tried and True - Little Treats – by Marcy Lytle 

During these months (who would have thought it would last so long!) of the Covid crisis, I’ve 
found that little treats mean so much.  There are lots of new habits we’ve picked up, and a few 
little surprises I’ve allowed myself to enjoy.  Why not?  We all need a little bit of normalcy right 
about now, and the new norm I’ve added to my life has made me feel a little less out of 
balance… 

Here are a few things I’ve added, that maybe you’ll enjoy as well: 

Ipsy – This is a makeup bag that arrives monthly with samples inside that suit my tastes (I filled 
out a profile before subscribing.)  The little makeup bags are cute and can be saved for giving to 
others, filling for a stocking present at Christmas, or keeping for travel.  That alone is fun!  But 
inside are new blushes, mascara, lip balm, and more – and it’s so fun to see it arrive in the mail! 

Ice cream – Oh my gosh, we’ve had more ice cream than ever and I have no idea why.  Maybe 
it’s because we are trying to eat healthy meals at home, since we’re cooking ALL THE TIME, so 
an ice cream treat while out is the best!  Blizzards from DQ and ice dream from Chick Fil A are 
my two faves!  And…we recently made homemade peach ice cream – to die for! 

Long walks – Oh we walked before, but now it’s mandatory for our sanity!  And oh the trails 
we’ve found, ones we would never have sought out, had we not needed yet another new place 
to explore!  There are parks in every neighborhood, and it’s a blast to try new trails with new 
sites and new people to smile at, sans masks, since we’re in the great outdoors! 

Gardens – I’ve always tended to herbs and flowers, but I planted veggies in three big pots to 
tend…hoping to grow my own produce to enjoy.  I am not the best at it yet, but I’ve enjoyed the 
process and have had mini eggplant – which I didn’t even know existed!  Sliced up and roasted, 
on a pizza, yum! 

Scrabble – I’m sure many of us have favorite games on our phones or apps that we enjoy, but 
lately I’ve discovered Scrabble.  I like to use my brain and to exit life for a few minutes to play 
the computer contestant, and try to beat her.  I love searching for and making words.   It rests 
and stimulates my mind, all at the same time! 

New recipes – I’ve discovered What’s Gaby Cooking and her meals and recipes are really 
yummy looking!  I decided to subscribe and now I receive her weekly meal plans in my inbox.  
It’s fun to have new recipes arrive to choose from, with the best photos of them, too! 

Devos – My church has this opportunity to submit 3 minute devos for social media, for people to 
listen to, and be encouraged.  I wrote a series on God’s Wisdom, and looked forward to 
studying the topic and then summarizing it in a video.  It caused me to study, and it encouraged 
me – even if I was the only one! 

I’m sure I could keep going with other new treats that have popped up because of life changes 
this year for all of us.  And I’m also sure I could share some downers and days that weren’t so 
fun because I’m tired of this new norm.  But it’s these little treats that I’m trying to focus on, 



looking for more each day, and hoping that even when life is back to normal (or will it be?) that I 
keep some of these niceties around and never go back to dismissing the little things that bring 
joy. 

 

https://www.ipsy.com/glambag#/2020/07/GLAMBAG 

https://whatsgabycooking.com/ 

https://www.ipsy.com/glambag#/2020/07/GLAMBAG
https://whatsgabycooking.com/


 



Practical Parenting – Give Them More – by  Marcy Lytle 

Growing up, I heard and memorized all of the bible stories – those ones all the kids learned – 
like Noah and the ark, Daniel in the lion’s den, the Tower of Babel, and more.  And I am so 
grateful for that memorization of God’s feat and victories over scary situations, and deliverance 
from storms and danger.  Seriously, those stories are awesome.  However, I realized recently 
that those stories ALONE didn’t serve me well, because somehow I missed Jesus.  I was left 
wanting more…   

This thought process made me think of how could I possibly have been presented Jesus, the 
person – the savior – the Friend – and the Lord – in a more tangible and real way.  I’d never say 
throw out the Bible stories, but I will say don’t just stop there.  Give the kiddos more, and here 
are a few ways how: 

Tell them about answered prayers – When you prayed for a job and got it, or money came 
through at the last minute, tell your children.  Let them enter in and pray with you for big things, 
and not just big things in your eyes.  Let them ask boldly for big things that concern them.  Don’t 
be afraid.  God can handle their prayers and their little hearts with big dreams. 

Let them see you give – Don’t just write a check or give on line to your charity or church.  Take 
them with you to serve, talk together about where you’re giving, read up on the child you’re 
sponsoring and again – let them be part of the giving process.  Let them give a part of their 
allowance, or earn a few dollars to add to the giving jar. 

Talk about why you praise and then worship as a family – Read the Word aloud, the other 
verses besides the stories, the ones about exalting and praising God because of who He is.  
Teach your children about the character of their good, good Father and then praise Him 
together.  Kids’ classes with their peers are great, even on line, but family praise and worship is 
gold…pure gold. 

Love and forgive – and then love and forgive again.  Your children will anger you, disobey you, 
drive you to the end of your rope…but keep loving them and forgiving them…and discipline 
them out of that same love.  Show them how love disciplines and guides, direct them to 
obedience, and then talk about why they disobeyed and offer forgiveness and hugs.  Let them 
see you forgive one another as well, as you interact with others.  And ask for forgiveness when 
you wrong your children. 

Speak kindly – Don’t let any form of gossip enter your house and land on the ears of your kids.  
Take your cares and concerns about others to Him, and ask Him to deal.  If your kids see the 
hurt or the mistreatment from others as well, sit down and roll those cares over on Him together.  
But don’t slander, talk behind backs, or write off people for good.  Love your neighbor as 
yourself, and be kind.  Even when the world is anything but kind. 

There are SO MANY ways we can present Jesus to our kids, in addition to the stories in the Old 
Testament.  Those stories are a great foundation for the wonders of God, which are good to 
know.  But that intimacy that comes from walking with Jesus comes from…well…walking with 
Jesus.  Talking, giving, forgiving and loving others…that daily stuff we do that we normally don’t 



share with our kids.  Go on.  Share it.  Let them be a part of something more than memorization 
and facts. 

 



I Don’t Do Teens – However… - by Marcy Lytle 

It’s a hard world out there for teens.  They’ve seen protests this year like none other, against 
injustices, and that’s a good thing.  However, they’ve seen violence coupled with those protests, 
where people were hurt.  And that’s a bad thing.  They’ve been sheltered at home because of a 
virus, where they’ve been with family nonstop – which hopefully was a good thing.  However, 
they’re missing their friends and their hangouts and feeling depressed, and that’s a bad thing.  
They are seeing and hearing and learning about life and maturity and respect for their fellow 
man, and that’s a good thing.  However, they’re wondering about life and if they want to mature, 
who’s worthy of respect, and that can be a bad thing. 

There are two sides to every coin, aren’t there?  There’s the head and the tail, and only one of 
those is a winner when tossed to see which way the coin lands.  Given that analogy, how do we 
help our teens navigate these waters we haven’t even navigated, and end up safe and secure 
without capsizing into a sea of anxiety and frustration with God, people, and life itself?  I’m sure 
there are self-help books, pills, and escapes that our teens can find, but we need to offer them 
lasting peace. 

How can we do that? 

The protests – Don’t leave your teens to watch the protests and then say nothing.  We have to 
talk.  And we cannot bash the protesters, the policemen, or whatever party we think is wrong.  
We need to have intelligent discussions with our teens about injustice and what God says about 
it, why it’s present, and what can be done as Christians.  We can even take our teens to a civil 
protest if we can find one, and show them how to stand up for their fellow man, without taking 
aim at other people in the process.  And if that’s too dangerous, we can read stories in the bible 
about injustice and what God told his people to do – to pray, love others, and give.  That’s 
HUGE.  And we can certainly pray for our leaders and the upcoming election. 

The racism – Racism has been around as long as I can remember, and thankfully we don’t live 
during the time of slavery.  And yet…here it is…still present…those lines we draw and 
judgments we hurl.  We as parents can be the best model of loving people no matter their skin 
color, and our teens will observe and follow suit.  We can make sure our circle of friends 
includes every person, no matter their race, economic status or any difference at all.  We don’t 
have to be afraid to like different. Jesus liked different and sought out the outcast of society, to 
meet them where they were and bring hope and love.  We can train our teens to walk away from 
racial slurs, to welcome friends that look different than they do, and to have conversations with 
all people – not just of different races – but those that are wheelchair bound, those who are ill, 
and more.  Racism is just a symptom of a deeper wound, one our kids do not have to carry 
around. 

The virus – By now, all teens everywhere are sick of restrictions and rules and coverings and 
protection.  They just want to play ball, hang with their friends, go to parties and be.  We’re all 
tired of it.  Right now, at this present time, the coin has landed on the unchosen side and it’s not 
being tossed up to land on the opposite side just yet.  Hopefully, our teens have put into practice 
some great hygiene habits that will carry them the rest of their lives.  As we continue to be 



cautious, we can pray together and ask big – ask God to heal our land and our people and our 
friends.  We can ask Him to grant us patience and give us ideas to creatively connect with 
others that we may not have sought out, had the virus not occurred. 

In other words, we can train our kids to yes – acknowledge those bad things that are out there 
all around us.  But we can teach them the value of the word “however,” that transitional term 
that means there’s a counter statement coming to the one just made.  There’s always 
something good to find in the middle of bad.  In fact, God is always working things together for 
good even when we can’t see it.  There’s always a light at the end of the tunnel if we keep 
traveling forward, and we are, when we love Him and love others. 

That’s the key to handling this difficult season.  Love God.  Love others.  And that’s going to be 
a daily, or maybe hour by hour, choice that we all have to make while the bad side is up…until 
the coin’s tossed again…and heads up – the however begins. 

 



Chipped China – Liberty AND Love – by Jennifer Lytle 
 
Love is not greater than liberty. Liberty is not greater than love. The emphasis is on the AND. 
The two are synchronous. The two hold one another up. Neither can properly exist alone.  
 
God gave humankind the freedom to choose whether to walk His way or not (please see 
Deuteronomy 30:19.) God gave humankind the law of sowing and reaping (please see Proverbs 
11:25.) If the God of all creation designed humans with the responsibility of liberty, should we as 
humans demand compliance from one another? 
 
Cover Your Mouth and Nose 

In the early stages of The Great Slowdown (please see My Little Library), I dreaded going to the 
grocery store. It took me a moment of being very present with my feelings, inside the grocery 
store with a basket full of goods that would keep my decent-sized family fed for a week (NOT 
the same as hoarding), before I could discern what was going on in my heart. What I discovered 
in that moment of intentionally trying to accept and understand my feelings was that the masks 
covering everyone’s faces and my own helped increase this sense of oppression . . . and fear. 
 
At that point, I thought about painting or drawing big smiles over my masks and even went so 
far as to come up with a title for a potential article. Masked Smiles: Are They Wrong, After All?  
 
For my family, washing hands when we get home is a given. We take our shoes off right away 
when we enter our home. We bathe before bed so we don’t sleep in any ick from the day. That’s 
been a way of life since before my husband and I were married. “Sneeze in your elbow,” is a 
mantra I’ve shouted for 10-years. One of our little loves still sneezes how she pleases. I still 
have to say, “Wash your hands,” at least 10 times a day. “Did you wash your hair?” or “Did you 
USE SOAP?!” are questions I repeat more times than I’d like. No thanks to COVID. It’s just how 
we operate in our home. Outside the home, I have always been a little bit of an over-zealous 
mother with hand-sanitizer or cleaning wipes thanks to my question of which germs one of us 
might encounter.  
 
What’s different now is that I realize our community might not return to “normal” or “business as 
usual” and I may have to accept a face covering is the standard or expectation. This makes me 
very sad. 
 
Freedom is hard to come by; it’s not a normal aspect of humans living together. Everywhere in 
history, one nation is trying to dominate the other. One group is enslaving another.  
 
The freedom to walk around with a naked face is one I never imagined to hold precious. I don’t 
wish to give this up.  
 
In honor of our nation’s Independence Day, I designed this lovely piece. It complies with Texas 
law. 
 
I stand against living in a society where we: 
 

• cannot clearly hear what’s being said between one another due to layers of fabric 
covering the mouths of the speakers 

• experience diminished or unavailable non-verbal cues/data 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Deuteronomy+30%3A19&version=AMP
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+11:25&version=AMP
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+11:25&version=AMP
https://772c30f7-0c16-468c-be41-22ef5e22b602.filesusr.com/ugd/e04b06_adb1a60dd65841e78a7143e8c2a7bad1.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/photos/shared/ObGIiLLHQlu1iPrpuw8kBw.d1IKcbTXPJ_RZfxZa64nu3
https://open.texas.gov/uploads/files/organization/opentexas/EO-GA-29-use-of-face-coverings-during-COVID-19-IMAGE-07-02-2020.pdf
https://open.texas.gov/uploads/files/organization/opentexas/EO-GA-29-use-of-face-coverings-during-COVID-19-IMAGE-07-02-2020.pdf


• are unable to read lips 
 
I love liberty and I will do my best to love my neighbor AND myself . . . lest I end up like one of 
Margaret Atwood’s handmaids who live in D.C. 

https://www.thespec.com/life/2019/07/09/this-toronto-costume-designer-is-taking-the-handmaid-s-tale-to-new-disturbing-fashion-heights.html


Tiny Living - Fishing, Fishing, Fishing – by Leyanne Enterline 

Since quarantine started, all the boys have wanted to do is fish! This isn’t out of the norm at all, 
but we have had way more time to do it now. Every trip we take, that’s all they want to do!  

However, so far, we haven’t had too much success. If you know much about fishing (which I 
really don’t) every lake, pond, stream, and ocean has its own type of fish swimming in them. 
This means we must use all different kinds of lures. Oh my, have we gotten the lures! I love that 
the boys have a hobby; however, it can get quite expensive, our space can become 
overcrowded with stuff, and it all become overwhelming.  

We just got back from a trip to Colorado, visiting family. We also just wanted to travel into the 
wilderness away from all the drama of the world right now.  And we, of course, had to go fishing! 
What I didn’t know was that most of the areas where we fished had trout running in their 
streams.  

Of course, the boys said, “We don’t have the right equipment!”  

To which my reply was, “Are you kidding me?” 

We loaded our vehicle down with rods, reels, and a ridiculous amount of bait. But apparently, all 
of these things still weren’t enough. We needed a fly rod and flies! After visiting several fly 
fishing shops in Colorado, we decided we’d have to wait on this kind of expense. It’s one pricey 
hobby to start up for our first time trying out this new type of fishing.  

The boys sadly had to use the gear they had already brought; but to their surprise, up on the top 
of a mountain we climbed - the trout were literally jumping out of the water trying to swim 
upstream! So much that the boys were able to catch the fish with their bare hands! Well, forget 
all the needed gear. This was a much cheaper fix and they were beyond happy to catch a new 
species for them!  

Whew! So thankful the Lord provided us a much needed trip and a great fishing experience, 
away from the reminders of the pandemic that’s smothering us all… 



A Night to Remember – What He Says – by Marcy Lytle 

Kids are getting ready to go back to school, or they’re staying home to learn, or a mixture of 
both.  Parents are having difficult decisions to make, in order to keep their kids safe and yet 
continue to learn, and it’s hard to know what to do.  They say this, the news says that, those 
over there tell us something else, and we are all in a quandary of wonder…and fear. 

But what does He say? 

That’s the lesson in this family devo this month of August in 2020. 

Ask your kids these questions, then read the scripture, and do the activity.  You’ll need a hand 
mirror, paper and colored pencils. 

What are you afraid of, as school begins to start? (Let each kid answer) 

Joshua 1:9 says this, 

“Be strong and of good courage; do not be afraid, 

nor be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go.” 

Gonna be strong – Ask a child to pick up the heaviest object in the room, then ask, “Why can’t 
you pick it up?”  When something seems impossible, God gives us strength to make it possible.  
Whatever we cannot do, He can be our mighty arm to do it for us! 

Gonna have good courage – Pass around the mirror and let each person look into it, and say 
“Be of good courage” and smile and say “yes!” Courage enters a dark room while trembling, but 
good courage enters a dark room with the Light of World offering Him a steady hand. 

Gonna not be afraid – Turn off the lights and sit in the dark together as a family.  Let the person 
with the flashlight turn it on.  Light dispels the darkness, just like God’s light banishes fear.  Fear 
is gone with the light of God in our hearts.  Fear is just like the dark, and it can go away with a 
flick of a switch – just like that! 

Gonna be at peace (not alarmed) – Ask everyone to use their pencils to draw a picture of a 
peaceful place and then describe that place to everyone else.  Did you know that even if a boat 
is in a storm, Jesus says we can have peace?  The last part of the verse is the reason why… 

The Lord your God is with you wherever you go – Because God loves us and we love him, He 
has promised to never leave us.  We don’t have to see Him with our eyes, just like we don’t see 
the wind. But we can feel Him with our spirit and know that He’s near. 

As a family let one lead and the others echo, then say the last four lines all together. 

Gonna be strong (echo) 

Gonna have good courage (echo) 



Gonna not be afraid (echo) 

Gonna be at peace (echo) 

Why? 

Because He is with me 

Where? 

Wherever I go! 

(REPEAT last four lines) 

Pray together as a family and memorize this verse together, hang it on your walls, recite it at 
night, and believe it with all your hearts…that what He says is what will come to pass! 



 
An Adage a Day - Don’t Worry. Be Happy – by Carole Gilbert 
 
August is National Back to School Month. Everyone is busy getting ready for the new school 
year. Even we grandparents are trying to get in the last hoorah of summertime. This year of 
2020 has given us lots of new changes and still has lots of anxieties. Will the school year start? 
Will it finish? What will be different or new? And it is okay to have these new thoughts, 
concerns, anticipations, and anxieties.  
 
We all have been through so many changes lately. Moms (that never thought they would) have 
become stay at home teachers and some, if not many, may decide to stay that way…if only for 
a while.  
 
Along with August being National Back to School Month, it also has my personal favorite of 
National Smile Week right before school starts. August also holds claim to National Simplify 
Your Life Week, Friendship Week, and is also Admit You’re Happy Month. That brings to my 
mind a special quote and chorus of a song titled the same, “Don’t worry. Be happy.” I remember 
this phrase from the 1970’s. 
 
It is a good quote to focus on for this school year and it has been around for a long time. This 
phrase originated and was used often by Indian Mystic Meher Baba (1894-1969). He was a 
spiritual guide who said this phrase many times to his followers for their encouragement. It 
literally means what it says. It was so popular that it became a daily inspiration in the 1960’s, 
even being made into postcards, plaques, and posters. That is how I first saw it. And I 
remember where. 
 
I was in seventh grade and there in the counselor's office at school was a plaque that said, 
“Don’t worry.  Be happy.” This plaque was on the wall behind him so I could not look at him 
without seeing the plaque. I wonder if he put it there on purpose.  
 
I was in there a lot, almost daily, so I read it every time I went in. And just in case you are 
wondering, I was not in trouble. I was his School Service Helper working for volunteer hours. I 
really didn’t know what was behind the School Service program, but what I did know and liked 
was that when I got my class work done with each teacher I got to leave class and go help this 
counselor. It was such motivation for me, and I liked helping him.  We got to know each other 
well and some days he would say that catchy phrase to me, “Don’t worry.  Be happy.” As my 
counselor, he knew the difficult home life I was leaving school to go to. And I knew he was trying 
to cheer me up. It only worked because I knew I would see him the next day at school. It is 
amazing who and how people can impact our lives. I still love that phrase and think of him every 
time I think of it.  
 
An American jazz vocalist, Bobby McFerrin, saw the phrase on a poster, wrote it into an 
inspiring song, played every instrument in the song as well as singing and doing the whistling 
that is included in it. The song exploded becoming #1 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart. This was 



in 1988. It was also that year that it became Jamaica’s unofficial anthem after the 1988 
Hurricane Gilbert, which did horrible destruction and is still ranked of record proportions.  
 
This phrase and song went on to be used as a book title, was a featured song for movies 
including, Casper: A Spirited Beginning; WALL-E; Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation; and 
was used in many other ways. It is meant to be encouraging and uplifting and is quite like  
 

Proverbs 12:25, 
 

“Anxiety in a man's heart weighs him down, but a good word makes him glad.” 
 
So, start your kids and yourself off this school year with, “Don’t worry. Be happy,” and if you 
know the catchy tune, sing it! 
 

And always remember… 
 

“Cast all your anxieties on Him, because He cares for you,” 1 Peter 5:7. 
 
 



 



Strengthening Your Core - Easy as ABC – Marcy Lytle 

I’ve shared a few times about my alphabet prayer that I so love reciting.  It’s where I choose 
adjectives from A to Z to describe Him while I pray – and I usually do it when I’m walking.  I 
might be something like, 

“Thank you that you’re awesome, big, caring and daring, ever-present, faithful…” 

I love thinking up ways to describe my great big wonderful God, and sometimes I even sit still 
and listen to him say something similar back to me.  One time I felt he hung out on the P – 
telling me I was pretty – which I needed at the time.  Another time He paused on the T – 
reminding me that I was trustworthy – which brought me to happy tears.  It’s not hard listening to 
Him talk back, and I know that His words will always be affirmative and kind. 

Recently, I decided to switch to verbs, to thank God for all the action He takes in the world and 
on my behalf and on the behalf of others, for whom I pray. It went something like this: (Oh, and 
by the way, there are no rules in this fun – you can totally skip a letter that’s too hard!) 

Thank you God that you’re always 

• Acting on my behalf 
• Bringing good gifts 
• Caring for my needs 
• Delivering peace 
• Entering my room 
• Freeing my spirit 
• Giving me time 
• Holding me close 
• Inviting me closer 
• Justifying 
• Kissing my wounds 
• Loving me well 
• Moving mountains 
• Nearing the broken 
• Overreaching my imagination 
• Producing fruit 
• Quickening my mind 
• Reaching out to me 
• Satisfying my thirst 
• Teaching me to love others 
• Understanding  
• Validating me 
• Wooing me to listen 
• X-ing out my wrongs 
• (skipping Y) 



• Zipping along beside me 

I’ll admit, that prayer above was mostly about how He is for me personally, but it changes each 
time I do this exercise.  I can choose verbs that describe more his actions in the world at large, 
or any number of things.  I can also use nouns, or again back to adjectives. The possibilities are 
numerous, and so enjoyable.   

It doesn’t have to be a lofty prayer with perfect petitions and praise.  Prayer can be as simple as 
the ABC’s and end up being powerful to bring heaven to you, elevate you into praise, or move 
mountains as you recall his faithfulness among us all. 

Try it. Recite the one above.  Then make up one of your own. 



  
 

Life Right Now – An Amazing Watch – by Bethany Gomez 

I am writing this month about something that I wish everyone to know about. I will give you a 
hint.  It has nothing to do with my job as an assistant teacher and the controversial topic of 
whether or not students should go back to school this fall as the coronavirus is currently still 
running rampant. For one, the update I have will probably change, and two, it is what it is. God 
is still God and in control and that is bringing me peace in this chaotic, ever changing time. 

I’m curious, though.  What has everyone been watching during this pandemic/quarantine/stay-at 
home time? The reason I ask is to find out who has heard of or seen The Chosen yet. If you 
haven’t heard of it, then here is a quick summary: The Chosen is the first-ever, crowd-funded, 
multi-season show about the life of Christ and the perspective is primarily from the Disciples of 
Christ rather than Jesus himself. 

If you have heard of it, but have yet to watch it for whatever reason, I highly recommend 
watching it right now! If you have seen it, can we just talk about how amazing it is? I know, I am 
late to The Chosen bandwagon, it premiered back in April of 2019, but once I started it, I didn’t 
want it to end. 

I know what some of you are thinking. Faith based movies or shows do not have a great track 
record of being up to par with Hollywood made movies. They have gotten a lot better I will say, 
but sometimes I am even skeptical. However, I watch them for the encouraging, faith-filled 
messages that I desire the world to see, not for the visual spectacle that you can expect from 
most secular movies/shows these days. Also, up until this point, films about Jesus haven’t 
portrayed Him very well, right? We have gotten a lot of somber, stoic, almost emotionless 
pictures of Jesus over the years. I honestly believe Jesus smiled a lot and laughed, and cried, 
and had a whole range of emotions. He was human too after all, right? The Chosen is like no 
other in how it portrays Jesus as human, relatable, but at the same time divine.   

I have read several posts, comments, and testimonies of how the portrayal of Jesus in The 
Chosen has impacted others and many of them have resonated with me. 

“I feel closer to Jesus watching this show than I’ve ever felt before” 

“I get why people would follow and want to be with Jesus” 

“I felt the presence of God watching this show” 

“The love of Jesus for ALL is shown beautifully” 

Now can you guess which one of those quotes was mine? Truly, all of them entered my mind at 
some point watching this series and many more. 

There are eight stunning episodes in Season One. I don’t want to give away any spoilers, so I 
will not go into too much detail. The show enters the story of Jesus a little before his ministry 
was truly started. Since the series is mainly from the perspective of the disciples, they delve into 
the lives of each one. Of course, the show takes some artistic license here and throughout, but 
that is what makes it so beautiful. It is the very fact of how relatable the disciples are, with all 
their flaws and struggles, that made the deepest impact on me. They are flawed too, just like me 
and yet Jesus called them to follow Him. I absolutely love how the show demonstrates the life of 
Christ primarily from the perspective of his followers and others that encountered Him. 



There are so many powerful moments written in scripture that are portrayed so brilliantly in this 
show (by fantastic actors and actresses) that I was brought to tears throughout the entire 
season. If I have a critique, it is so miniscule that it is not worth sharing because the praises I 
have for this show far outweigh the flaws I noticed. 

Have I convinced you yet to watch it, that is, if you haven’t already? You won’t regret it! There is 
even an app that you can watch it on for free due to the “pay it forward” aspect of this wonderful 
show. The name of the app is called none other than The Chosen. It has over 45 million views 
and counting. They are currently in the works to get Season Two funded. I can’t wait! 

There is one final quote that I would like to share. It is the one from the son of the director, while 
on set: “Dad, I think this show is really going to change some lives.” 

I think so, too. I am praying for eyes, ears, minds, and hearts to be opened to the life changing 
love of Jesus Christ through this show. 

Every chance I get I will recommend The Chosen to everyone. It’s that good!  So grab a bowl of 
popcorn, click on your TV, and start watching… 

 



Created for Life - The Song of Moses – by Ginny Hurley 
 
Music is the language of heaven.  Worship with singing, dancing, instruments, flying 
colors, and so much more, diffuses the atmosphere of heaven.  This majesty cannot be 
contained and is spilling into the earth more everyday as the people of God release 
these sounds and joyful melodies down below, on earth.  These blessings pouring from 
heaven are colliding with the rising tide of worship here on earth, bringing cataclysmic 
explosions of power, love, and hope.  Never before have we seen such unity, prayer, 
and worship on a global scale.  The ones who know and love Jesus have risen up to a 
calling so deep, so genuine, that the earth is shaking.  Many have seen angels while 
experiencing heaven’s songs.  
 
As a child, I experienced Jesus holding my hand every night as I lay down.  I always 
slept on one side because I knew He was there holding my hand on the other side.  I’ve 
seen angels.  I’ve witnessed miracles and wonders, not every day or season, but often 
enough for me to realize that we are in the best times on the earth right now.  Because 
God is GOOD and He is coming and is here for His beautiful Bride to show His splendor 
to a lost and hurting world.  He shows up in a multitude of ways through His loving ones.  
Serving others, being kind, sharing, living a life of joy and love, these are the things He 
loves.  These are the things He sees.  We don’t have to witness miracles or observe 
signs and wonders, but they are here for a witness, an expression of heaven and how 
very much He loves us.  My flesh cannot contain these thoughts, yet my spirit 
understands.  We were made for this.  We were made as vessels for Him to flow through 
for the sake of others.  My finite being will die, but my spirit will never die.  He has even 
promised me a new body.   
 
In Moses’ song in Exodus 15, he’s praising and worshiping because of the great miracle 
of crossing the Red Sea.  However, in Deuteronomy 30-32, his song changes to one of 
recollection and direction for his people.  He is reminding them of who God is and what 
He has told them.  Now Moses is about to be gone and a new era is coming with the 
new leader, Joshua.  As Moses sings his song in Deuteronomy 32, he is crying out in 
worship, repentance, and hope, that God’s people will remember the miracles and go 
forward with their destiny.  Deuteronomy 32:9, “For the Lord’s portion is His people: 
Jacob is the place of His inheritance.” 
 
The following truths are ours if we want to believe them: 
 
Verse 10: We are FOUND, He ENCIRCLES and INSTRUCTS us 
Verse 11: He HOVERS over us, He CARRIES us 
Verse 12: He LEADS us 
Verse 13: He MAKES us RIDE on the HEIGHTS of the earth, He GIVES us HONEY 
from the rock, He GIVES us OIL from the rock 
Verse 14: He GIVES us choicest WHEAT, He GIVES us sweet WINE 
 
I could do a word study here of these blessings, but that is not my point… 
 
Then Moses continues his song:  Basically he sings that they are a nation void of 
counsel and understanding.  He calls them back to a people of faith and wisdom.  He 
finishes by singing verse 47, that this is not futile but for their very LIFE!   
 



We are in a season, as the Body of Christ, where we are to go up to the mountain of 
God, the place of intimacy and there find His heart for those around us. We are in a 
season of time when He is saying that He completed His work on earth, so that He can 
give to us His Holy Spirit of Truth.  That we are fully able to BE and to REPRESENT Him 
is our call of action for this time.  
 
Will we respond while chaos, confusion, and fear try to swirl around our songs of 
worship?  Will we arise with trembling and a sincere fear of the Lord to awaken a world 
asleep and lost?  There are many questions that need asking and many problems to 
solve, but I believe we were created for just such a time.  I believe He wants our YES.  I 
am not able, but I do KNOW the ONE who is!  For just such a time as this!   
 
I want to sing a song of freedom and deliverance.  I want to sing the songs of hope and 
victory for a nation that has lost its way.  Many sounds and songs are sweeping the 
airways.  Which one will you choose? This is literally our lives and the lives of our loved 
ones.  This is a call for His Presence to invade our homes and lives like never before.  
Let’s make Him welcome!   
 



Healthy Habits – Touch Not – by Marcy Lytle 

Masks.  They’re everywhere in every color and style, and they are part of our wardrobe…all to 
protect others and our own faces…from the virus!  Maddening, isn’t it?  However, one thing I’ve 
noticed for me personally is that when I wear a mask, it keeps my hands from touching my 
face…something we all should do…all the time – even when the virus is no longer a threat!  
Touching our hands to our faces brings germs into our airways, and when we don’t touch our 
faces, we stay healthier. 

Here a seven more ways to keep our hands off our faces that I’ve found to be working: 

1. If you’re a nail biter – Find a friend or a family member that’s willing to remind you when 
your fingers go in your mouth to stop.  It will be annoying at first, but be thankful 
someone cares, and break that habit! 

2. If you’re a finger licker – Make sure you have napkins when you eat.  Buy some really 
cute ones at the dollar store (seriously, there are so many pretty patterns!) and keep 
them out to grab for everyone to have when they eat the smallest of snacks to the 
largest of meals.  No finger licking, only napkin wiping! 

3. If you’re a face toucher – Wear makeup!  I know, many have just gotten accustomed to 
working at home all naturale, but I’ve found if I take the time to put on makeup, it helps 
me keep my hands off my face. 

4. If you’re an eye wiper – Wear mascara!  Just put on some each day, and it helps keep 
your hands at bay!  Allergens in the air, tears of joy or sadness, or all sorts of reasons 
can cause our eyes to weep.  Keep tissues in your purse, along with that hand sanitizer, 
and train yourself to wipe with that…not your hands. 

5. If you’re a nose picker – Yuck!  But we all do it from time to time, when no one is looking.  
Carry tissues!  Buy those small packs and place one in each tote bag and purse, and in 
the console of your car, so that your fingers are never in contact with anything but that 
tissue! 

6. If you’re a face picker – stop.  Just stop picking at your skin altogether.  Maybe you can’t 
stand that blemish or that spot or that wild hair (yeah, all disgusting, I know).  When you 
wear the mask, this helps so much with picking at your face.  So all the more reason to 
wear it! 

7. If you’re a face strummer – Maybe you like strumming his cheeks or he yours, or even 
the kids.  Find another way to show your affection – away from the face.  Our hands 
don’t need to be in the faces of others.  We can rub a back, brush the kids’ hair, or 
massage the feet. 

My husband and I are constantly telling each other to stop with the face touching, and honestly 
at first it caused arguments.  But we’ve both become better at not touching, and I appreciate it 
now when he catches me biting a nail.  I want to be aware and stop all the nasty habits, and 
stay well…on into the fall season! 



Life in a Nutshell - Uncontained – by Jill Montz 
 
As the deadline for this month’s article loomed closer and closer I was in a pickle.  (And I’m 
personally not a fan of pickles unless they are fried and dipped in Ranch dressing.)  With the 
constant state of change and uncertainty we now live in, every idea I had could’ve been a moot 
point by the time the article was published.  So I did the only thing I knew to do. 
 
I prayed. 
 
I asked God to show me what He wanted me to share with you readers.  I told Him I was empty 
of words and lost as to what to say and I needed Him to lead me.  And, oh by the way, I needed 
Him to walk fast because the article was due in less than a week.  No pressure, God!   
 
God was silent for several days.  I could say I was worried but I really wasn’t.  I just kept praying 
that my eyes, heart, and soul would be open to whatever He had in store for me.  And then God 
did what God does best; when I least expected. He showed me something my own soul was 
aching to see.   
 
I took a trip to a local plant nursery with one of my dearest friends who needed some ideas for 
her flower beds.  We were deep in discussion about what was troubling our hearts when we 
strolled into the exotic indoor plant greenhouse and came upon a giant tree reaching floor to 
ceiling.  It caused us both to stop mid-conversation and stare in amazement.  Not only was the 
tree huge, but what was even more amazing was the tiny pot at the base of the tree that the 
roots were in.  At first it reminded me of Robin Williams as the genie from Aladdin when he 
comes out of the lamp and the famously says, “Phenomenal cosmic powers…itty bitty living 
space.” 
 
I stepped closer to read the tag to find out what kind of tree it was.  When I leaned in, I 
discovered it was a Fiddle Leaf Fig tree and I saw that the roots were actually not contained in 
the tiny pot at all.  They had broken free and were firmly rooted in the floor of the greenhouse.  
As I looked around to find someone to ask about this tree, I saw another one just like it.  It too 
had roots busting free of the small container pot it originally grew in.  These trees were probably 
15 feet tall or more and their root systems had grown over the top or busted through the pots in 
order to seek more water and dirt in which to anchor themselves to.   
 
These images spoke to my soul in so many ways.  Immediately I was hit by the idea that this 
was a perfect analogy of what God wants for our lives.  His plans for us are limitless, but we 
ourselves, and the fallen world we live in, try to contain them in a manner that is easier to carry 
and handle.  I have no idea how long these trees have been inside that greenhouse, but I am 
sure when they originally came in they were carried in by a person.  They were small enough to 
be able to be picked up and placed on the ground.  Now, in their current state, I am guessing 
they could never be moved.  They are too large and they are firmly rooted.  Moving them, given 
their location and size, might require damaging the root system and thus harming the tree.    
 
So often God places big dreams or big hopes in our lives, but we, in all our humanness, can’t 
handle them.  I know I personally ask God for something smaller, more manageable, and easier 
to carry.  And God in all His love and mercy gives me what I ask for.   I find just the right spot for 
my little metaphorical pot of hopes and dreams.  I water the pot and take care of it as best I 
know how.  I think it looks lovely.  I know the potential my hopes and dreams have, but I rest 
easy knowing that the pot I placed around their root system will keep them from getting too big 
for me to easily manage.   



 
That pot is created out of my own doubts and fears and struggles with giving everything to God.  
The pot can be beautiful.  I can dress up my doubts, fears, and struggles with all kinds of pretty 
excuses and make them look more pleasing to the eye.  But the truth is they are just my way of 
trying to put limitations on myself and God.   
 
Depending on the hopes and dreams (and on the specific type of plant) that pot can limit the 
growth or even kill what is trying to thrive inside it.  We have all seen hopes and dreams die 
because of doubts and fears.  We have all seen regrets for what could have been.  We have all 
asked ourselves the question, “What would I most want to do if failure was not an option?”   
 
These Fiddle Leaf Fig trees remind me that while God will often let me limit myself sometimes, 
when it is for His glory, He will not be contained.  He will find a way to break free of all the 
obstacles holding His children back.  He will firmly take hold of those hopes and dreams and 
grow them to heights we weren’t prepared for and weren’t sure we could handle.   
 
God knows we were created for more.  He knows that with Him we can achieve great things on 
this side of Heaven for His honor and glory.  God has given us gifts and talents to achieve these 
things.  And He has blessed us with opportunities if we will only stop long enough to see them.  
God doesn’t want us to put our dreams inside a small pot.  He wants us to break free of what is 
holding us back and reach heights we never imagined were possible.  And He promises us that 
if we will stay rooted in Him, His word and His will…then all things truly are possible.  Miracles 
can happen.  The unexplainable can occur.  Ordinary people can do extraordinary things. 
 
The Bible is full of stories just like this.  Noah built an ark when he had never even seen rain.  
Moses led his people out of Egypt with a speech problem.  David was herding sheep when he 
was chosen to be king.  Mary was a typical teenager when an angel told her she was going to 
give birth to a savior.   
 
In 2 Kings 4:1-7 we learn about a widow who went to Elisha for help.  Creditors were coming to 
take her two sons as slaves if she wasn’t able to pay them.  Elisha asked her what she had and 
the woman replied “nothing…except a little oil.” (2 Kings 4:2) “Elisha said, Go around and ask all 
your neighbors for empty jars.  Don’t ask for just a few.”  (2 Kings 4:3)  He then told her to fill 
each jar until it was full, put it aside and fill another.  She was to keep doing this until all the jars 
were full.  So she and her sons did just that and when all the jars were full the oil ran out.  She 
used those jars of oil to pay her debts and save her sons.  
 
Notice Elisha tells the woman “Don’t ask for just a few.”  The woman thought that she was 
limited with just “a little oil” but Elisha knew the power of God.  He knew God was limitless.  The 
only limits placed on how long the oil would flow, and thus how much money the woman would 
make to pay off her debt, was on how many pots the woman gathered up.  If she had gathered 
10 pots we could assume the oil would’ve dried up after 10. If she had gathered 1,000 pots we 
could assume the oil would’ve filled all 1,000 of them.   
 
When I researched the Fiddle Leaf Fig tree I found out it can grow to be over 50 feet tall in its 
native soils of West Africa.  There it flowers and produces fruit.  However, many homeowners 
around the world have adapted the tree to be a small indoor plant and in this environment the 
tree will not flower or bear fruit.  While it is still very beautiful to look at, the tree never reaches 
its full potential.   
 
 



Like the widow and the domesticated Fiddle Leaf Fig tree, we create are our own limitations.  
God is a giving God.  He wants us to overflow with all His goodness and His plans for us are 
better than we could ever imagine.  No pot of doubts and fears, not Satan himself, can hold 
back the plans God has for each of us.  But I believe God wants us to be willing participants. 
 
I am a lover of plants and if I am honest I love beautiful pots too.  I have many filled with flowers 
in and outside my home.  Some of them were gifts from friends and family members.  Some of 
them were hand painted with the tiny hands of my daughter when she was in preschool.  Some I 
lovingly chose myself and some I inherited along the way.  As a stroll around my house and look 
carefully at each pot I also look carefully at my own soul.  Some of the physical pots are chipped 
and faded from the weather.  Some will need to be tossed after this season ends.  And I can’t 
help but ask myself…what metaphorical pots have I placed in my soul that need to be tossed 
too?  And if I am brave enough to let those hopes and dreams take root deep within me, just 
how big will they grow and what fruit will they produce?  Perhaps I may never know, but I am 
praying to God for the strength and courage to someday find out!     
 
 
 



 



In This Together – The Messy Party – by Bekah Holland 

“It was the best of times.  It was the worst of times.”  Tale of Two Cities 

“If I am out of my mind, it’s alright with me.”  Herzog 

“I write this sitting in the kitchen sink.”  I Capture the Castle 

“Marriage in the days of COVID…..”   

My future epic bio of surviving 2020 with a fraction of remaining sanity.  *I hope* 

You guys, I have no idea what to say.  That’s why I started with these quotes that I feel in my 
soul.  This is day 732 of quarantine (lockdown days are like dog years!).  I’m completely stick-a-
fork-in-me done.  So while I know many people are using this time to learn a new language or 
start a new hobby, I don’t have the bandwidth to continue an old hobby, much less learn 
Hungarian.  But, as I’ve mentioned in prior episodes of “Lunacy in the Face of Lockdown” 
(catchy, right), I have been a bit more introspective lately.  I have discovered some things about 
myself, several being a surprise even to me.   

One example is, despite thinking all of my life that I am an extrovert, it has been abundantly 
clear that I am, in fact, not.  During this lovely time in our lives, I have uttered the words, “I hate 
people,” more times that I can count….although mostly when trying to grocery shop with a mask 
while people hoard toilet paper and yell at helpless cashiers.  My mom told me never to say 
hate, and she’s basically always right, so I’m leaning more towards complete disgust than hate, 
but you get the picture.   

There are times when being around others gives me energy.  But 8 ½ times out of 10, being 
around big groups, or even small groups for long periods of time, completely drains me.  
Probably something to do with my Enneagram number or Meyer-Briggs personality type.  So as 
much as I love to be around the people in my life in bite sized chunks of time, I’ve come to 
realize that because of my helper, fixer, peacemaker type tendencies, along with my people 
pleasing side, there are many times I find myself more often than not, sacrificing my wellbeing 
to make someone else happy.  Or I end up playing the referee, trying to create peace in 
relationships where pressure, expectation and hurt have caused a rift.   

Some(lots of)times I find myself in these roles in my own home.  For whatever reason, I tend to 
be very sensitive to how others are feeling.  If they’re happy, I’m happy.  If they’re sick, I comfort.  
If they’re stressed, I try to ease their worry.  If they’re angry, I will move heaven and earth to calm 
them.  But I feel physically ill when my kids or my husband are angry.  Doesn’t sound all that bad 
right?  Ask my husband.  I’m a disaster.  Partially because I try to take on the weight of the world 
and, let’s face it, I’m just not equipped with strong enough shoulders.  Now sad…sad I can 
handle. Hugs and gallon of ice cream fix a plethora of heartbreak.  But angry?  Nope, I would 
rather roll around in an ant bed.   



How did I make it to 14 years living side by side with another human?  No idea.  Seriously.  And 
while I try to be aware of my reaction to the feelings of others, my go-to, auto response isn’t 
healthy.  For me, or my relationships.  Because, shockingly (insert sarcastic font here), it’s not 
good for someone to take on the responsibility for the feelings of other people.  And if I don’t 
intentionally walk away from it, slow my breathing and talk myself down, I start down a 
dangerous path.  I’m often overwhelmed by assuming ownership for every negative reaction.   

I hope someday I get to ask God why I’m like this, followed closely by, “Why did you make 
mosquitos?” but I digress.  This is still a work in progress for me.  I wish I was coming at this 
from some place of growth, but I’m still in the messy part.  And that’s okay.   

It’s okay for us to still be figuring it out.   

It’s okay to not have it all together.   

It’s okay to eat ice cream in the bathtub.   

It’s okay to lose it sometimes and have to say, “I’m sorry.  Again.”    

This story we’re writing is a journey.  We can’t sprint to the finish or we’ll miss all the beauty in 
between.  So keep going, whatever that looks like for you.  Even when it’s hard.  Even when it 
feels like you’ve finally got a handle on things.  And then again when you realize you have no 
clue.  Because there is something new on the horizon, as long as you remember to hold 
desperately to the “giver and perfecter of our faith” rooted in hope.   

“I’m a beautiful mess of contradiction, a chaotic display of imperfection.” 

Sai Marie Johnson 

“Sometimes I’m the mess.  Sometimes I’m the broom.   

On the hardest days, I have to be both.”   

Ruby Francisco 

 

 

 

 

 



Date Night Fun – Games for Two – by Marcy Lytle 

I can’t believe that we’re for the most part still staying at home or with our families, and this virus 
stuff is still a part of our lives, but it is.  And we’ve found a few games that we’ve revisited that 
we’ve quite enjoyed.  And the cool part about game playing is that we can play them in different 
venues, at different times, and with different snacks alongside!  So this month, here a few 
games to revisit and play while you stay…with him…for date night in. 

Pass the Pigs – Have you ever played this game?  You roll these little rubber pigs and gain 
points depending on how they land – upright, on their sides, on their snouts, etc.  There’s really 
no strategy, just pure luck and so much fun.  Try making fondue skewers of bacon, bread cubes 
and pickles, and dipping them in melted cheese, while you play.  You can even make a fondue 
setup with a tin can (with air holes punched on the sides), a tea light inside, and a bowl on top.  
You’ll need a tabletop for this game! 

https://www.amazon.com/Winning-Moves-Games-Pass-Pigs/dp/B00005JG3Y 

Outburst – This is a fun game to play while swinging or sitting on the porch late in the evening, 
when the day has cooled off.  Take a cold drink with you (like ice and lemon juice crushed in a 
blender til it’s slushy), muddled with a few blueberries in the bottom.  You basically ask each 
other topic questions and try to guess the 10 answers on the cards.  We usually take out five 
cards each and see who has the most points at the end! 

https://www.amazon.com/Hasbro-C0419-Outburst-
Game/dp/B01ISKSLGI/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=outburst&qid=1594815631&s=toys-and-
games&sr=1-1 

Yahtzee – Find a clear spot on your floor, where you can roll the five dice!  Consider graham 
crackers, slice strawberries and strawberry cream cheese for your snack.  You know the game, 
you roll, you see if you have a pattern that fits your score sheet and you total up your points at 
the end.  It’s a great game that you can still converse while playing.  And there’s a wonderful 
vintage box version! 

https://www.entertainmentearth.com/product/yahtzee-vintage-bookshelf-edition-game/ws27440 

Trivia – Just find that old Trivial Pursuit game and pull out 10 cards each.  Lay down in a cozy 
spot, or just lie back on some comfy floor pillows, and start asking questions.  If you answer 
correctly, you get to go again.  Keep playing until all cards are used up, and whoever gets to the 
end first wins!  Don’t use the game board.  But if you miss the little triangle pieces, then serve 
up those Laughing Cow triangular cheeses with nuts, olives, and grapes! 

https://www.amazon.com/Trivial-Pursuit-Genus-Subsidiary-
c2000/dp/B006G4TZN2/ref=sr_1_12?dchild=1&keywords=trivial+pursuit+cards&qid=1594815966&sr=8-
12 

Jokes – Okay, this isn’t a game, but we love doing it.  Reader’s Digest Magazine has joke 
scattered throughout, but you could totally just find a list of jokes from the internet to print out.  

https://www.amazon.com/Winning-Moves-Games-Pass-Pigs/dp/B00005JG3Y
https://www.amazon.com/Hasbro-C0419-Outburst-Game/dp/B01ISKSLGI/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=outburst&qid=1594815631&s=toys-and-games&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Hasbro-C0419-Outburst-Game/dp/B01ISKSLGI/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=outburst&qid=1594815631&s=toys-and-games&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Hasbro-C0419-Outburst-Game/dp/B01ISKSLGI/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=outburst&qid=1594815631&s=toys-and-games&sr=1-1
https://www.entertainmentearth.com/product/yahtzee-vintage-bookshelf-edition-game/ws27440
https://www.amazon.com/Trivial-Pursuit-Genus-Subsidiary-c2000/dp/B006G4TZN2/ref=sr_1_12?dchild=1&keywords=trivial+pursuit+cards&qid=1594815966&sr=8-12
https://www.amazon.com/Trivial-Pursuit-Genus-Subsidiary-c2000/dp/B006G4TZN2/ref=sr_1_12?dchild=1&keywords=trivial+pursuit+cards&qid=1594815966&sr=8-12
https://www.amazon.com/Trivial-Pursuit-Genus-Subsidiary-c2000/dp/B006G4TZN2/ref=sr_1_12?dchild=1&keywords=trivial+pursuit+cards&qid=1594815966&sr=8-12


This is a great way to end a hot summer day, with some funny snacks that make you smile as 
well.  Maybe pretzels, chocolate chips and peanut butter – or pickles and popcorn – or dark 
chocolate and orange slices.  Read the jokes out loud and see how many actually make you 
laugh out loud!   

Look through your stash of games that you once played and enjoyed and let them make a 
comeback in your date night together.  Browse your pantry and fridge and create snacks to go 
with, make fun drinks, pick toppings for ice cream, pile up crackers and goodies…and you’ll be 
ready.  Don’t forget to dress up for date night as you would if you were truly going out…why 
not?  Isn’t he/she worth it? 

 



After 40 Years – The Most Handsome – by Marcy Lytle 

When we’re young and dating, it’s all visual, isn’t it?  If he dresses cute, smells good, stays fit 
and all the things…we’re attracted.  I guess that’s the way it still works.  But it doesn’t take long 
for those perfect, charming young men (and we women) to start showing signs of aging on the 
outside.  Gray hair, the effects of gravity on the body, time and just life itself changes the way 
we look on the outside.  Boy, does it change! 

However, the cool thing I’ve been realizing lately is how handsome my husband appears to me 
in other ways, ways I never thought to notice when we were in our 20’s.  Just lately, he’s 
become more handsome to me than ever…because I suppose I’m seeing beneath the skin…  
Although, it’s pretty cool how when you observe beneath the skin, the outward looks handsome 
again as well! 

I’ve ridden with him during this pandemic, on days when my work was slow, and observed him 
in his element – his job.  I had no idea of all of the details he attends to, people he has to deal 
with, and smarts he has to have when taking care of all that he does!  I have been amazed at 
how well he does his job, and realized why he ends up so tired at the end of the day!  That was 
impossible to know without opening my eyes to see. 

I’ve worked more with him on projects.  He recently built a wall around a transformer in our yard, 
and his skills at detail and perfection have always been there, but I’ve been too busy and self-
absorbed to notice as much as I did this time.  He worked hard.  He’s smart (Did I say that 
already?) And that man inside, the one full of integrity and grit shines through when he’s 
hammering and measuring.  I’m a fan. 

I’ve been with him a lot more.  We stopped at a convenience store on the way back from a 
weekend trip and he returned to the car with his drink of choice and peanuts.  In his other hand 
was a cup of ice, which he knows I prefer instead of drinking from a bottle.  That little detail he 
remembered made my heart flutter.  I smiled and gave him thanks, instead of barking at him 
about something else. 

I’ve sat with him on the sofa so many nights, just the two of us.  I love it when he moves our 
dinner dishes away so that he can scoot closer to me and hold my hand.  He lets me rest my 
foot in his lap and rubs my feet while we catch up on a series we’re watching.  I really love him. 

He’s not perfect.  Neither am I.  But somehow, though our physical vision requires reading 
glasses for daily activity – our other vision – is getting sharper by the day.  We’re both looking 
more at the other person for who they are now – what they’ve been – and their ways and 
stamina that we love.  

And surprisingly to both of us, we are finding new romance emerging.  No, it’s not that we’ve 
worked out and toned our bodies, lost a few pounds or erased a few lines.  It’s mostly because 
we’ve been forced to slow down and observe, to give thanks for each other, and to remove our 
facial glasses and see with our years of being together – the people that we’ve become and are 
still becoming. 



I think he’s the most handsome man in the world…all dressed up when we’re going 
somewhere…but even more when he’s doing what he loves to do…serving and working with his 
hands to give. 

Growing older together isn’t so bad, and neither is being together 24/7. 



 



Simple Truths – That Song  – by Marcy Lytle 

Erica is our writer for this column, but she’s on a three month hiatus.  The title she gave this 
column indicates that the truth should be simple, not complicated, so we will continue with that 
theme…while we write and wait for her to return!  Simple truths are the ones we need right 
about now in this space and time in which we live.  All the theology in the world won’t get us 
through, but the simple truth of Jesus will.  And I learned that in a very hard space in my 
life…and I’m still learning it. 

Theology was taught to me as a kid, with lots of ideas and thoughts that landed in my head 
about God and me.  Some of it couldn’t have been further from the truth.  I thought if I dressed a 
certain way, read my Bible a specific amount of time each day, and went to church like a good 
girl…all would be well with my soul.   

I missed the simple truth that Jesus loves me, period.  I don’t have to perform to gain his 
approval.  I am approved of because I belong to him. 

As I grew into adulthood, those theologies and ideas crumbled as I saw my husband’s health 
fail, our finances plummet, and intruders arrive…to rob me of my peace.  But what was really 
robbed and taken out from under me was my foundation, which again was performance and 
duty.  I sat beside the road one day and finally realized that this I know – Jesus – and he is 
enough for every season and loss in life. 

I somehow thought that I had to be strong and never fail, if I truly believed and had enough faith.  
Weakness was a sign of mistrust, or so I thought.  But the weak are the ones that reach out for 
a hand up, and then learn to walk strong, in the strength of that friendship made from the time in 
need.  Little ones to Him belong…I finally learned the meaning of that string of words.  I felt so 
little and small when I lost it all, but then so big and strong when I saw to whom I belonged. 

So many “no’s” were taught to me as a child, no to wearing pants, no to movies, no to kissing, 
no to dancing, and no, no, no.  What a downer it was to live a life set apart for Him.  But, wait!  
The rest of the song says “Yes! Jesus loves me!” In fact, that phrase is repeated three times!  
When I learned that His answer to so much fun and good times in life is YES because He has 
set  me free to live, I could finally sing with joy…the rest of the lyrics. 

The bible, the good book, the gospel was no longer a thick book of words and phrases I could 
not understand and directives I could never obey.  I finally learned the narrative of the love of 
God from the beginning of creation throughout all of history, until the time to come which I have 
not seen yet.  There’s a story there, one I had missed, and it was there in plain view hidden 
behind all the rules…right there!  The Bible tells me so… 

I suppose that’s the most simple of all kids’ songs that we teach to our kids from the time they 
can hear and then sing out loud.  But do they really get it?  I didn’t, until I was about 30 years 
old and it’s taken me that many more years to get back to the simplicity of childlike trust to 
where I can play at the feet of my Father without fear. 

Jesus loves me, 



This I know 

For the bible tells me so 

Little ones to Him belong 

They are weak, 

But he is strong 

Yes! Jesus loves me! 

Yes! Jesus loves me! 

Yes! Jesus loves me! 

The Bible tells me so. 

 



Rooted in Love - Never Grow Up – by Kaelin Scott 
 
 
As adults, we are constantly trying to teach children to be more like us.  
 
“Don’t talk with your mouth full.” 
“Wash your hands after you go potty.”  
“Say please and thank you.” 
“Share with your friends.”  
“Pick up after yourself.” 
“Don’t pick your nose.” 
“Use a napkin, not your shirt.” 
 
Do this, do that. Don’t do this, don’t do that. 
 
I don’t think there’s anything wrong with helping kids become mature and productive. But in my 
opinion, there are many ways in which we should become more like children. 
 
For starters, they are so helpful. It’s the sweetest thing when a one-year-old runs over to help 
you unload the dishwasher, even if she can’t actually reach the cabinets to put anything away. 
Or when you’re vacuuming and your toddler mimics your actions with his own toy vacuum. And 
most kids seem to get a thrill out of taking trash to the trash can, for some strange reason. But 
it’s so beautiful, because they don’t do it to get anything in return. They do it because they love 
you and want to help. They don’t look at helping others as a burden, but they enjoy it. 
 
Children are also so trusting and full of faith. When you read them a Bible story, they don’t doubt 
what you say. They take it as truth and store it in their hearts. Even if they don’t understand 
everything about God, they believe wholeheartedly and profess it to anyone who will listen. 
Faith isn’t a struggle in the mind of a child. They simply take your word for it, because they trust 
you. 
 
One of the most magical things about children is their ability to be joyful in any circumstance. 
They are experts at going with the flow. They don’t get their undies in a bunch over a change in 
plans, because they can manage to have fun almost anywhere. I’ve seen it with my own kids. 
Whether we’re in an auto repair shop, grocery store, hair salon, hardware store, hospital waiting 
room, or doctor’s office, they always find a way to entertain themselves. They don’t sit there all 
grouchy, counting down the minutes until they can get out of there. They enjoy the day they’re 
given and make the most of it. 
 
And how about their eagerness to forgive? Their feelings never stay hurt very long. They simply 
move on and keep playing. And that’s because they love too big to stay mad. Their hearts have 
no room for bitterness or resentment. “Forgive and forget” is so easy for a kid. 
 
It’s natural for kids to grow up, and it’s good for us to equip them with tools to help navigate 
adult life. But while we’re doing that, we should take time to study their behavior. Maybe we 
could learn a thing or two from our little ones. Their innocence and purity only lasts so long, but 
maybe we can preserve it by encouraging and fostering the things that they’re already really 
good at. Things like helping others, having faith, choosing joy, and forgiving. Children have such 
beautiful hearts, and in some ways, I hope my children never grow up. 
 

“And He said: ‘Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little children,  



you will never enter the kingdom of heaven.’” 
 

Matthew 18:3 
 



Firmly Planted – Guardian of the Garden – by Dina Cavazos 

I’m continually amazed at God’s involvement in my life, even in the small things.  I love God’s 
surprises and don’t ever want to take them for granted. If every prayer I prayed was answered, 
not only could that be dangerous, but it could dull the joy when he surprises me. 

This past April, in the midst of extraordinary events, another extraordinary event was happening 
in my garden—a rodent infestation like no other. I’ve written about my battles with the little 
monsters before. Along with the birds, squirrels, lizards, butterflies, and the occasional opossum 
that visit my backyard paradise, these unwelcome guests are attracted by the bird feeders. 
Birds are messy and picky eaters—they drop a lot of seed as they eat, leaving a feast on the 
ground. Not only that, but crafty rodents can easily jump from the trees onto the feeder itself. 

I don’t know what was going on this year, but it was especially bad. They were swarming— 
several mornings and evenings I saw six or more of them at a time moving through the trees, 
hanging on the bird feeders, jumping on the fence, running down the boards like a racetrack. I 
saw them feeding on the ground, in the gutter, and even in a potted plant where seed had fallen. 
Up and down, across and over, in and out…disgusting! One morning, from inside the house I 
saw several on one of the feeders. I rushed outside to take it off the tree and when they heard 
the door they jumped off. As I was carrying the feeder to the patio I felt something brush against 
my hand. A tiny mouse had gotten inside the feeder and jumped out as I was carrying it! Talk 
about creepy! 

My history with rodents includes various kinds of traps, natural remedies such as plaster of 
paris, peppermint and vinegar, and, in desperation, poison. I put baffles on top of the feeders 
and seed catchers under most of them. Finally, I made homemade shields to keep the rats from 
jumping onto the feeders. I had an exterminator come out, but because my problem is outside, 
not inside, their recommended solution wouldn’t work for me. My last attempt to do something 
had the neighbors worried—I shot one with a BB gun. I’m sorry animal lovers, but rats and mice 
are just nasty. The unpleasant result made me realize I needed something bigger than a bb. I 
bought a pellet gun, but soon realized that, even though it was satisfying in a brutal kind of way, 
this wasn’t the answer either.  

For a good two weeks, most of my time was spent in rat prevention or annihilation in one way or 
another, and, as you can see, I tried everything. It was consuming me. One day, I was talking to 
my friend Jeannie about it. We prayed.  

I can still hear her simple, 

“Lord, I’m asking that you just take care of it.” 

I haven’t had a pet in 15 years, for many reasons, but I finally agreed, around March, to get my 
grandson a kitten, because he loves cats, and I love him. We were just waiting for kitten season. 
One of my concerns was the predatory nature of cats—I was afraid for the birds. We were 
actively looking for kittens, and I had my preferences: female, short-hair, small when fully grown, 
white or light color. Then one day a stray cat shows up in my yard. I shoo it away because I’m 



not in the market for a cat. It comes back. I think “hmmm, maybe…” I say to my grandson, “Let’s 
feed him and try him out—see what he’s like.” He’s a spayed MALE, a BIG cat with a tail as long 
as his body—not exactly what we were looking for, but, oh so sweet. We bring him in, he loves 
Austin, he’s cuddly and purry, he listens when I tell him No. Austin says he’s the one and I 
realize that he’s God’s answer. I try to locate the owner, find out he’s not chipped—finally, after 
investing in vaccinations, tests, and chip, he’s ours. He’s happy inside and outside, the birds are 
thriving as ever, and I haven’t seen a rat or mouse since the day he became Guardian of the 
Garden.  

All praise and thanks to God who daily loads us with benefits! 

Psalm 68:19 

 

  

 



Unearthly Thing - Layers of Love:  the Onion Journey – by Angela Dolbear 

 

My relationship with God is like peeling an onion. When one trial, or lesson, or victory is 
overcome, and that layer is peeled away, then a fresh layer to conquer is revealed. 

And like slicing through an onion, there are usually tears as the layers get worked away. Usually 
tears of repentance, revelation, and thanksgiving, instead of stinging fumes of onion-ness. 

My layer of late is encountering God’s constant, attentive, loving help. His help is present in 
every situation (I’m already starting to tear up). 

I am well aware of my need for help, especially from God. I guess awareness is the first step.  

Somehow, my thick head (and heart) didn’t realize I could ask for His help with everything. I do 
mean everything. And that I should expect that I will receive this requested help, because that is 
part of God’s character. It is an outflow of His love. 

One of my favorite verses in the Bible can be found in Hebrews 13:5-6, particularly in the 
Amplified Bible translation: 

“He has said, ‘I will never [under any circumstances] desert you [nor give you up nor 
leave you without support, nor will I in any degree leave you helpless], nor will I 
forsake or let you down or relax My hold on you [assuredly not]!’  So we take 
comfort and are encouraged and confidently say, ‘The Lord is my Helper [in time of 
need], I will not be afraid. What will man do to me?’” 

God speaks with an exclamation point when it comes to His promises to us (see verse 5), 
especially regarding His ever-present help. There are many verses in the Bible that speak on 
this topic, but this one is special to me, because God spoke these words to me, so loudly and 
clearly in my spirit, in a time of great need, indeed. 

I believe I have mentioned this incident in an earlier article, but it bears repeating, since I live 
with its aftermath every moment of the day (and night): 

On March 9, 2018, I had a stroke. Actually, one big stroke and several small ones. Two days 
later, after I was moved into a regular hospital room, the neurologist was going over my MRI test 
results with my husband Tim, and me. The neurologist (as well as several other doctors) said it 
was a miracle that I was able to sit up and talk, and play Words with Friends on my phone. 

At that moment, I so very clearly heard (and still hear) God say to me, “I will never, ever, ever 
leave you.” (Reaching for a tissue now…) 

SO I should know that in my relationship with God, I am free to ask for help with everything. Do 
I? Hardly. But I’m learning. 

In this new layer of learning, I am asking God for help with everything. The big stuff, and the 
small stuff. 



And I am learning to expect help when I ask. And to ask in a big way—not just for “crumbs” from 
my Almighty God. As if He would only help me with the bare minimum…where did this frame of 
mind come from? God is awesome. 

A week ago, Tim and I decided to try another attempt to shop at Trader Joe’s, during the 
pandemic. The last time we tried, there was a long, long line to get into the store due to social 
distancing. The line was in the hot sunlight, no shade. Excessive heat is not my friend (due to a 
prescription drug side effect), so we turned around, and went home…without the best rice 
crackers or Snickerdoodle cookies (both gluten-free, yay!). 

But I love Trader Joe’s. I was born and raised in Southern California. There was always a 
Trader Joe’s nearby, loaded with tasty quality food at reasonable prices. 

So on our second attempt at shopping at Trader Joe’s, I prayed there would be no line. I 
stopped myself from asking for a short line---that would be praying for “crumbs.” No line. I asked 
for no line. 

And there was no line. We walked right in the store. 

And we had the funds to stock-up on all our favorite foods, especially gluten-free items. This girl 
can’t consume gluten without swearing she might die during the next 48 hours after eating 
gluten (a symptom of systemic sclerosis). But God is good. 

I was praising and thanking God all the while we shopped, and on the short drive home from 
downtown Nashville. 

I am still praising and thanking God for His attentive and loving help. I am also thankful for: 

• God’s help with recording the audio books for my second and third novels. The stroke 
damaged my ability to read out loud. God met my plea for help with not only healing my 
ability, but the audiobooks came out awesome! God is good. I will say it again and again. 

• God’s help with recording vocals. The stroke took away my ability to apply singing 
techniques I have used all my life. Mentally, I could remember the mechanics of singing, 
but physically applying them was totally disconnected. God helped me get my voice 
back, and I have recorded vocals for a couple songs, and lead worship music at our 
church with my husband. So thankful. 

• God’s help with writing. As I am doing right now. In the weeks after the stroke, I found I 
could not spell (Spell Check is a close friend now), let alone string words together to 
complete a cognitive thought. So grateful. 

It’s important to list out recent situations where God has helped me, as well state my gratitude.  
And I want to publicly give glory and honor to God. 

This list is also a big part of my testimony of His very personal and power touch of healing on 
me. Yes, I had to do my part putting in the work to improve and/or relearn reading out loud, 
singing, and writing but He did the rewiring of my brain. I could not have accomplished anything 
without God, and His help.  

If you are a person who is unsure about your faith and where it lies, please hear me when I say, 
God is here for you. Right next to you, as you read this. No matter what you are going through. 
He is our helper. All you have to do is ask. So why not ask Him today? 



Start your own “onion journey.” It’s so worth it. 

 

P.S. I am walking on this journey with you. Questions, or need a little word of encouragement? 
Please feel free to email me at angela@angeladolbear.com. 

ANGELA DOLBEAR is the author of four novels, and several short stories. She also writes and 
records original music with her husband, Tim Dolbear. Please visit her author page on Amazon 
for more information.  
 

 

 

mailto:angela@angeladolbear.com
https://www.amazon.com/Angela-Dolbear/e/B003OVXX88


Moving Forward - A Quiet Life – by Pamela Charro 
 

1 Thessalonians 4:11-12  
 

Make it your ambition to live a quiet life so that your daily 
life might win the respect of outsiders 

. 
(paraphrased) 

 
Everyone seems to be upset right now. We yell at the news on TV, at other drivers in traffic, 
and, more and more lately, straight into one another's faces. It is an unsettling time and 
emotions are running rampant.  
 
God's Word challenges us to not get caught up in the hysteria. When we set our minds on him 
and his promises, we have access to the peace that surpasses understanding… 

 
Philippians 4:7 

 
And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding,  

will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. 
 
…and we offer an example to the world that is an attractive retreat from all of the chaos. We can 
live in a God-bubble of calm quietness. Others desperately need to know that this emotional 
safety is available to them as well.  
 
As Joyce Meyer has said, we can "think about what we're thinking about." 
 
Our example matters!  
 
Today, I choose to think about God's eternal view of this world and to mind my own thoughts 
and actions instead of allowing the crazy out there to invade my peace.  
 
Who knows?  
 
Maybe someone will see what I have and want to know how they can get it for themselves, and 
that peace will guard us all.  
 



 



FRESH THYME - His Treasure 

Sometimes I enjoy browsing IGTV for cooking videos or fashion ideas.  Recently, I stumbled 
across one of the singers from Little Big Town and her cooking segments.  I decided to watch a 
few at a time because I’m always up for learning something new in the kitchen.  What caught 
my attention in her show was her repeated use of different bowls that her father had crafted and 
made. 

Kimberly Schlapman pulled out bowls in beautiful colors or with pretty detail and repeatedly said 
that these bowls were her daddy’s treasures.  And then she made a statement that stuck with 
me, 

“My daddy’s treasures are my treasures.” 

She went on to use these bowls for mixing and stirring and creating scrumptious things to eat, 
as she continued to literally gush about these bowls that found their place in her kitchen, on 
shelves of honor, because they were handcrafted by her daddy.  These bowls were super 
special to the daughter, because her daddy had made them, so she took extremely good care of 
them and used them to present foods with aromas and tastes that filled her kitchen. 

I found myself wishing I had a collection of bowls like that.  What a great treasure, for sure, to 
have a collection of handmade items from a parent to use, then pass down to the next 
generation! 

I couldn’t stop thinking about these bowls and I realized that I DO have treasures that my Father 
has made.  I have friends, people that he has created in his image, and they’re mine for the 
pleasure of knowing and exalting to places of special recognition.   

Racism isn’t something new, but it’s certainly something that’s still prevalent and a huge story of 
interest right now in America.  Handcrafted treasures of all colors, shapes and sizes surround us 
in our neighborhoods, in the marketplace, on line and more…from our past, right now, and will 
be in our future.  And there’s this verse in the bible that says he formed treasures in earthen 
vessels of clay.  

II Corinthians 4:7 

But we have this treasure in jars of clay,  

to show that the surpassing power belongs to God and not to us. 

Imagine with me, standing in our houses, preparing dinner for our families, and finding on our 
shelves a hidden bowl that’s been there for years, unused and unseen because it was buried 
behind and forgotten about.  Wouldn’t we be so excited to discover this bowl if we suddenly 
remembered and realized that it was handmade and given to us by a loving father?  We’d pull it 
out and carefully handle it, fill it with something good, and place on our tables for all who come 
to enjoy and see and eat from its fullness. 



I have a handmade chip/dip bowl.  It’s absolutely my favorite for several reasons.  I spotted it in 
an old bakery emporium in downtown Austin one year right before Christmas.  It was 
handmade, and the only bowl like it on the shelf.  I mentioned it to my husband, and before 
Christmas he went back and purchased it and gave it to me.  It now sits prominently on a shelf 
in my den, and I pull it out to use it for special nights where we enjoy chips/salsa from this 
beautiful dark gray bowl that’s now become a treasure. 

People are treasures.  And just like those bowls that Kimberly treasured because of who made 
them and who gave them, we have to see people in the same way.  It’s only then that we will 
give each other a place of honor, when we agree with His sentiment that treasures await us all 
in jars of clay.  In treasuring each other, we show the power of God and his love for all. 

If you haven’t watched her cooking shows, check out Kimberly Schlapman and do so.  Then 
search your shelves or purchase a bowl that you treasure, as well.  Scour your drawers and 
your cabinets for hidden treasures.  And for sure, search your database of contacts and friends 
and see which ones you can gush over because of how beautifully and wonderfully they are 
made in the image of the Father of you both. 

 

https://www.greatamericancountry.com/shows/kimberlys-simply-southern 

https://www.greatamericancountry.com/shows/kimberlys-simply-southern


 

FRESH THYME – The Greatest Lesson 

By now, parents have decided on schooling for their kids, as they’ve cried, worried, wondered 
and shaken their heads at the choices they’re having to make.  It’s an unprecedented time for 
sure, and now our children are suffering in ways we’d never choose them to suffer.  I too have 
prayed with my own daughter as she and her husband have had to make tough decisions about 
schooling for the new school year. 

Some have this idea that if we all have enough faith, we can send our kids to school without 
worry and they will be covered and suffer no effects of the viruses around them.  But then what 
if they bring the virus home to family members and spread it, causing others to be ill?  Others 
have set their foot down and decided that no way are they sending their children to school.  The 
kids will stay home and learn, even if it means mom and/or dad have to sacrifice time and work 
harder. 

My daughter called the other day and asked me what we (her parents) would do if we had to 
make this decision.  I didn’t want to tell her what to do, because I honestly didn’t know the best 
solution and it was ultimately up to my daughter and her husband to decide.  Her question did 
remind me of an earlier time when she was young, though… 

When my kids were in public school, we had lots of friends begin home schooling as an 
alternative to the public school system.  Home schooling versus sending kids to public school 
became a hot topic of conversation.  I even had one friend who attended home school meetings 
and heard that if parents truly loved their kids they would keep them away from public school.  
Some said that sending kids to public school was like throwing kids to the wolves to be 
devoured. 

For some reason, we never wavered on our own stance, and we sent our kids to public school.  
I’m sure if we would have sensed real danger or felt our kids were going to be harmed in any 
way, we would have kept them home.  However, every year we prayed and we continued to 
send them in to the public school system, where they attended class with others…in a school in 
our neighborhood.   

Oddly enough, our strongest opposition and segregation came from those we worshiped with.  
Several families had chosen to home school and made it evident that they felt it was the better 
choice, making several comments that hurt.  On one camping trip, our son took a friend from 
school with us, and that little boy said the “s” word, according to a home school kid.  The mother 
of the home school kid told him not to play with my son’s friend.  And guess what the “s” word 
was?  Shut up.  Others made comments on the poor quality of education in public school, and 
the home school kids gathered in huddles, away from those in public school, as if each group 
had some sort of disease the other one didn’t want to get. 

I know it’s not comparing apples to apples, but my daughter’s question reminded me of the 
judgment that came from both sides of parents and their choices made with their kids.  The 
judgment caused division, and the division trickled down to the kids. 



Every parent has to do what’s best for their children, is what I told my daughter.  And very rarely 
(well never) does God send a blimp across the sky when we pray, with the answer to our 
prayers trailing along behind for us to see.  He just tells us to pray, trust, believe and act 
accordingly.  We can follow what brings us peace. We can always change direction if we feel we 
have acted too hastily or circumstances change. 

But the best thing we can do is entrust our kids into His care.  We do not have a bubble big 
enough or strong enough to encircle our children, nor should we put them inside one.  And fear 
certainly cannot be our motivation for action.  Many parents only home school out of total fear 
that their kids will succumb to evil and be eaten up.   

I sent my kids to public school, prayed over them, trained them, and they thrived.  I had many 
friends that kept their kids home and taught them behind their four walls, prayed over them, 
trained them, and their children thrived.  And the division that was there between parents was 
realized and talked about, and we forgave and purposed to stop throwing darts and start loving 
instead.  I realized I had judged them, and they realized they had been insensitive in their 
conversations around me. 

As parents, we are going to be faced with decisions regarding our children our entire lives.  We 
speak and guide when they’re young; we pray and release as they age, and we stay quiet and 
on our knees when they’re adults…unless they ask.   And when they do ask, like my daughter 
did, we give them the best answer we know to give… 

Pray, seek peace, and pursue it. 

As the new school year starts, there will be kids wearing masks and social distancing in the 
classroom.  There will be kids sitting on their beds at home behind ipads as they work and learn 
with a parent nearby.  And let’s hope that the school year doesn’t divide but rather brings us 
alongside each other to aid and encourage no matter the decision we’ve made.  Our children 
will take note of what we say and how we treat, and they will follow suit. 

That might be the greatest of lessons they learn all year… 



FRESH THYME -  Wave Hard 

It was early one weekday morning and I was driving to deliver my work, cruising down a street I 
frequent often.  Over to the right, he caught my eye.  He was an elderly man with a cute hat on 
his head, and he had just stepped out of his front door.  He waved at me, and I mean he really 
waved hard!  It wasn’t just a glance and flip of the hand.  He waved at me as if he’d seen a long 
lost friend he’d been waiting on for years to drive by! 

In fact, his wave was so strong and heartfelt, and accompanied by a big smile, that I felt 
overjoyed when I waved back.  It was so strange, I even laughed at loud.  I wasn’t laughing at 
him.  I was laughing at the joy that overtook me.  The connection and the joy of a hand wave 
had made my day. 

Honestly, that little wave set me on a course to notice all the joys in that one day.  I went to 
Target and got a spot right up front.  A hat I purchased ended up being on sale, and I didn’t 
know it until I paid!  I then found the CUTEST basket for five bucks for my kitchen shelf. I just 
felt good inside and out.  And I know it started with that wave. 

This started me thinking about the simple gesture of a wave, not just a flippant “hello,” but a 
strong hard wave to those we meet and see, in all sorts of ways: 

• We can wave at neighbors when they go and when they come 
• We can wave at him when he’s leaving for work, out the window, or from the driveway 
• We can wave at a friend, with joy, from afar…when social distancing 
• We can actually wave at HIM when we wake up in the morning and retire at night 
• We can wave at those kids that pass by with their parents, on bicycles 
• We can wave at a person driving down the street, just like the little man did to me 
• We can NOTICE those that wave at us, not be offended if a person doesn’t wave at us, 

and laugh out loud for joy when the wave occurs 

When is the last time we all actually looked for a person to wave to?  We’ve noticed that on road 
trips in rural areas, people look up when we drive by their houses and wave.  Some are curious 
who this “stranger” is in their town, but most seem to genuinely wave to welcome us, to say 
“We’re glad you’re here.” 

That’s what a strong hard wave does.  It tells the person that we are so glad they exist, that they 
are near, and that we are SO GLAD to see them.  And if we don’t feel those three things, then 
it’s no wonder our wave is limp and pitiful. 

Waving.  Maybe it’s a lost art that needs to return, an exercise that will do a body good, and a 
gesture of hope for the world… 

 

 



 

FRESH THYME – Which One? – by Marcy Lytle 

Have you ever heard someone say, “I don’t know whether to laugh or cry,” when they’re 
referring to some absurdity?  For example, we once went on a vacation and a series of crazy 
unfortunate things happened all in a row, throughout the course of a day, and we laughed…until 
we cried.  They were all frustrating things individually, but strung together so closely, it was 
crazy and over the top – so we laughed! 

So what about crying… 

I cry almost every day.  And that’s the sole reason I wear waterproof mascara, even though it’s 
clumpy and dry after a while.  Crying is just part of who I am, and I don’t really want black 
streaks on my face when I spill those tears!  I know some folks rarely cry.  And we could go 
back and forth on reasons why some people cry more or less than others.  I’m thinking most of 
us either want to cry, or we have cried, about the current state of the world in which we live!  So 
I thought I’d share a few thoughts on crying, since it’s such a part of who I am… 

• I cry when I think about my mom, partly because of the great memories, and partly 
because I miss her terribly. 

• I cry when I entertain thoughts about the future and start to worry about what it will look 
like for the next generation, and for me – as I age! 

• I cry when my feelings are hurt…the tears just start rolling…and then I feel better. 
• I cry when I hear bad news from a friend that’s sick or divorcing or lost a job. 
• I cry when I watch a movie (although not often) if the scene tugs at my heart. 
• I cry when I read something that stirs my soul in a good way…or a bad way. 

I know that crying is good for us, because it releases pent up emotions, fears, frustrations, and 
more.  We often feel like a load’s been lifted after a “good cry.” 

So what about laughing… 

I realized that I cry a lot more than I laugh.  It has to take a lot for me to laugh, and I don’t laugh 
at all the things most people find funny.  I don’t get corny humor, I rarely think jokes are funny, 
and I don’t laugh at comedic movies either – or at least rarely.  I laugh at odd things like… 

• I laughed at a funeral one time, because I could only see the nose of the deceased from 
where I was sitting (casket was open during the funeral back then!) 

• I laugh at sarcasm, even though it might not be the wisest reaction, I still find sarcasm 
humorous. 

• I laugh when I’m super tired and “punchy” as my kids used to say… 

But my list of funny things that result in laughter is way shorter than the list of emotional things 
that open up tears. 

So what, you may ask… 



I think we need to do a little of both to release our emotions during this uncertain time.  It’s great 
to fall to our knees and cry out for our land, for our leaders, for those who are ill, for those being 
treated poorly, and all the things we see and hear that just aren’t right.  Tears flow, and then we 
need to let it go, and let HIM carry those burdens so that our load is lighter.  After all, he gave us 
an invitation to do just that!  After the crying, we need to laugh at the simplicities of life again 
that we’re all experiencing and seeing through eyes that are now less distracted by things out 
there, and more focused on things right here.  Like the antics of a child, the sudden rainstorm on 
a sultry day, finding a new ice cream flavor we love, or even listening to one more piece of bad 
news on the TV.  It’s that crazy now, and we may as well laugh. 

I remember that crazy vacation and how good it felt to laugh at the end of the day when the last 
thing that happened was pancake batter was poured over a steak we ordered, instead of 
gravy…and one of the utensils on the table appeared to be stained with blood.  I recall that my 
brother actually fell on the floor in laughter, because the day had been one for the record books 
– an hour by hour absurdity.  It was that bad.  We could do nothing to cause those things or to 
keep them from happening. Life just seemed to throw a bucket of curve balls at us in a 24 hour 
period…almost as if there were being ejected by a timing machine. 

However the virus got here, whether or not it’s as bad as we’re told, or even if we’re being 
duped by outside forces that are lying to us – those frustrations are not meant to swirl so wildly 
that they topple us over.  Life is crazy right now.  Cry about it.  Life is crazy right now.  Laugh 
about it. 

But one thing I know for sure – having no response at all is not healthy nor wise – and a good 
cry and a rolling in the floor laugh does a world of good in putting a smile on our faces and a 
spring in our step. 

Now go have a good cry. 

And then laugh out loud. 
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